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DESIGN AND FABRICATION O F  A FLIGHT-CONCEPT 
PROTOTYPE ELECTROCHEMICAL WATER 
RECOVERY SUBSYSTEM 
By David F. Putnam and Richard L. Vaughan 
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The  principal objective of this contract  was to  design, fabricate,  and tes t  
A secondary objective an  electrochemical Water Recovery Subsystem (WRS). 
was to  m e a s u r e  the concentrative and chemical propert ies  of electrolyzed 
urine,  which a r e  reported separately in "Composition and Concentrative 
Proper t ies  of Human Urine,"  NASA CR 1802, July 1971. 
The  electrochemical WRS unit i s  shown in F igures  1 and 2. It is  a six- 
man  flight-concept automated breadboard sys t em that uses  electrolytic p r e -  
t reatment  followed by electrodialysis to purify human ur ine and convert it 
into high-quality drinking water ,  
developed for space missions of medium-term to long-term duration. 
one of the most  highly automated spacecraft  water  recovery sys tems built to 
,date and demonstrates  that two batch processes  can be effectively integrated 
and adequately controlled. 
The  sys tem is self-steri l izing and was 
It i s  
The  electrolytic pre t rea tment  process  was developed to  eliminate the 
need for  expendable pretreatment  chemicals.  
the organic ma te r i a l s  in ur ine  a r e  converted into recoverable  cabin gases.  
Electrodialysis was selected a s  the f i r s t  water  recovery technique to  be  used 
with electrolytic pre t rea tment  because of its relative simplicity and low 
power requirements.  
The  additional benefit i s  that 
Both proc  es s es a r e  s elf - s terilizing. 
The  r e sea rch  and development effort on the electrolytic pre t rea tment  cell 
resulted in a m a j o r  advancement in the state of the a r t ,  
the  program, a cell of 12-man capacity had a calculated weight of 260 pounds, 
employed a complicated ma t r ix  of e lectrode separa tors  and flow distribution 
screens,  and i t  could remove only 90  percent  of the organics in urine. The  
final cell design can process  the ur ine  of a 12-man crew, weighs only 3 .  6 
pounds, has no electrode separa tors  o r  flow distribution screens,  removes 
9 9  percent of the organics, and uses  power 20 percent  m o r e  efficiently. 
Another advancement in the  state-of-the-art  is represented by the design 
of the electrodialysis stack, which can accommodate p re s su res  a s  high as 
50 psig without external leakage. 
At the beginning of 
A 30-day continuous around-the-clock t e s t  of the  sys tem conclusively 
demonstrated i ts  self-steri l izing features,  its ability to  produce potable water,  
and that electrolytic pre t rea tment  offers the  following advantages over  the 
chemical pretreatments  that  a r e  cur ren t ly  used (References 1 and 2). 
technique: 
1. 
2. 
This 
Eliminates the need for s torage of cor ros ive  pretreatment  chemicals.  
Enables higher yields of recovered water since solids a r e  removed 
by the process .  
1 
3. Provides a s te r i le ,  iner t  raw liquid to s t a r t  and a clean br ine a t  
the end of processing instead of the highly odoriferous d regs  typical 
of chemical pretreatments .  
4. Reduces ammonia levels in the product water  of distillation systems.  
5. Withstands boiling tempera tures  over 140" F without b r  
formation of volatile contaminants. 
6. nverts olv 
gas es ,  
The 30-day tes t  a lso identified a number of a r e a s  i n  which improvements 
Both the electrolytic pre t rea tment  loop and the electrodialysis 
Each loop requires  development of 
can be  made. 
loop could benefit f r o m  improved design. 
zero-g liquid-gas phase separa tors .  
significantly reduced in s i ze  and weight by substituting a modern flow passage  
configuration fo r  the tortuous path design now used, The f ixed-air-mass type 
bladder tanks should be replaced with a f ixed-pressure type that has  an accu- 
ra te  volume o r  ullage signal. 
for  tempera ture  compensation and dec rease  the  maximum p r e s s u r e  differ- 
ential between tanks so  that hermetical ly  sealed pumps may  be used through- 
out the system. Such pumps should be of flight quality and fitted with high- 
efficiency motors .  The sys tem control logic was constructed pr imar i ly  
with electromechanical switches and relay circui ts ,  In a flight system, the 
relays should be replaced with solid s ta te  circuitry.  The  fault isolation 
signals could be  processed  by an on-board computer. 
the t imer  that is  current ly  used fo r  control i n  the electrolytic pre t rea tment  
loop, with some type of continuous signal to indicate the  end point of the 
process ,  would greatly benefit the design by be t te r  accommodating variations 
in ur ine composition. 
density signal o r  by automatically monitoring the oxygen output f r o m  the loop. 
Provis ion must  a lso be  made  for  removal of hydrogen and t r a c e  gases  before 
the evolved nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon dioxide can be  gainfully used. A 
catalytic burner  and contaminant removal canis te r  should be  capable of this 
task, but experimental  verification i s  required. 
The  electrodialysis s tack might be 
This design modification will obviate the need 
In addition, replacing 
This could probably be  achieved by using the  optical 
The electrochemistry of the electrolytic pretreatment  process  a lso con- 
tains many unknowns, such as type of intermediate  reactions, number and 
kinds of s ide reactions, equilibrium points, and reaction kinetics, The 
process  does work, however, and it i s  now fa i r ly  well defined in t e r m s  of the 
overall  m a s s  and energy balance. The  long-term continuous testing of the 
integrated sys t em revealed potassium perchlora te  (KC lo4) precipitation in 
the br ine  com r tments  of t he  electrodialysis s tack and inte 
tion of performance. Altho lem was not s eve re  
recognized in shor t - te rm testing at  the component level, the ra te  of perform- 
ance degradation is  g r e a t e r  than can be tolerated i n  a flight situation, Con- 
tinued consideration of the electrodialysis technique f o r  processing electro-  
lytically pre t rea ted  ur ine now hinges on finding a solution to the KC104 
problem. 
1s and the  anion m s that result  
2 
An unsuccessful attempt was made  to alleviate the perchlorate  problem 
by high-temperature operation of the electrodialysis s tack and thermal -mass  
t ranspor t  of the KC104 out of the br ine  compartment. 
techniques f o r  the removal of perchlorate  by catalytic o r  chemical reduction 
were  also t r ied  without success .  
to  C 105, OC 1-, and C 1- by ultraviolet radiation and by a specially designed 
reducing electrolytic cell ;  addition of soluble i ron  to  prevent the formation of 
ClO; and CLOG sal ts  in the electrolytic cel l ;  and use of a titanium anode to  
achieve a lower electrode potential. Also, the electrolytic cell  was operated 
at es, 
polarity r eve r sa l  with no apparent reduction in perchlorate  formation. 
A number of other  
These  included in-situ reduction of ClOi  
One method was t r ied ;  namely, low-voltage electrolysis,  in which the 
prel iminary data indicated that perchlorate  was reduced to chlorate and 
chloride; but fur ther  experiments must  be  conducted to  verify these resul ts  
and to  define optimum conditions. If the resul ts  a r e  verified, a continuous 
t e s t  incorporating this fea ture  should then be  run on the  electrochemical WRS. 
Both electrolytic pretreatment  and electrodialysis appear attractive fo r  
use in combination with other aerospace water recovery processes .  For 
example, the electrolytic pretreatment  process  should now be tested in 
conjunction with a i r  evaporation, r e v e r s e  osmosis,  vapor compression, 
membrane  vapor diffusion, and vapor pyrolysis. No basic incompatibility 
problems are apparent between electrolytic pretreatment  and these processes ,  
such a s  that found between perchlorate ions and electrodialysis membranes .  
The electrodialysis process  should be evaluated for  purifying the effluent 
f r o m  a wet oxidation sys tem (Reference 3 ) .  Typical wet-oxidation effluent is 
very low in organic mater ia l s  and is not known to contain any chemical com- 
pound that would r e s i s t  removal, o r  that would degrade the performance of 
electrodialysis membranes  . 
INTRODUCTION 
Disinfection of sewage by  electrolytic t reatment  of chlorides was t r ied  as 
e a r l y  a s  1887 by C. F. Cross  and E. J. Beran. Fo r  the most  par t ,  such 
at tempts  were  abandoned because of the expense (Reference 4). 
In 1962 NASA initiated r e sea rch  on the  electrolytic pretreatment  process  
at Radiation Applications IncDrporated ( M I )  (References 5 and 6) .  The  work 
revealed that the  process  was feasible but needed additional study to  optimize 
energy requirements and to  acce lera te  the processing t ime, 
mended that the  electrolytic pre t rea tment  technique b e  combined with a sub- 
sequent water  recovery process  f o r  a complete sys tem evaluation. 
follow-on program, RAI worked on a breadboard sys t em that combined 
electrolytic pre t rea tment  with r e v e r s e  osmosis  (Reference 7). 
It was recom- 
In a 
In 1967 NASA awarded a contract  to  McDonnell Douglas Astronautics 
In 1969 the 
Company (MDAC) to  develop design c r i t e r i a  for  a sys t em that combined 
electrolytic pre t rea tment  with electrodialysis (Reference 8). 
contract  for the work discussed in this  repor t  was awarded a s  a followon to  
design and fabricate a flight- concept prototype of the electrolyt ic-pretreatment  
electrodialysis system. 
and chemical propert ies  of electrolyzed urine. 
A secondary goal was to  m e a s u r e  the concentrative 
The ur ine  property data a r e  
3 
presented in a sepa ra t e  repor t  (Reference 9), which defines the composition 
of typical human ur ine  and presents  t he  experimental  data on i ts  chemical, 
physical, engineering, and concentrative propert ies .  The resul ts  a r e  p r e -  
sented in  tables and plots of unsmoothed data, empir ical  equations, and tables 
of nominal values suitable fo r  easy  use  by the engineering and scientific 
community. 
of the data in  engineering design applications a r e  included, 
Sample calculations and examples i l lustrating the consideration 
The research ,  design, development, and testing of the  electrolytic- 
p r e t r e  e l ec t r  S Y  a 
divided into t h r e e  par t s .  
Part I descr ibes  the experimental  work that formed the basis  for  the  final 
design of the system. This work covers  the bench testing of s eve ra l  e lectro-  
lytic cell  configurations over  a wide range of operating pa rame te r s ,  develop- 
ment of an advanced-concept electrodialysis stack, and construction and 
operation of a laboratory sys tem to  investigate and solve au.tomatic control 
problems.  
P a r t  I1 descr ibes  the six-man electrochemical  WRS unit, including photo- 
graphs;  drawings; mass ,  power, and heat  balance data;  and equations for the 
overal l  chemical reactions.  Sufficient details  a r e  given to permi t  an under- 
standing of t he  sys t em ' s  principles of operation. A few copies of an ins t ruc-  
tion manual w e r e  delivered to NASA Langley with the  unit. This manual 
includes in-depth operating and troubleshooting instructions and detailed 
drawings and pa r t s  l is ts .  
P a r t  I11 contains per formance  data derived f r o m  a 17-day and a 30-day 
continuous around-the-clock tes t  of the unit. The  discussion includes 
chemical and microbiological resul ts ,  processing rates ,  component power 
requirements ,  water  balance data, and component fa i lure  and maintenance 
data. 
PART I. DEVELOPMENT O F  DESIGN CRITERIA 
Previous Work 
The objective of the initial experimental  work under this contract  
(NAS1-8954) was to verify the r e su l t s  of work on previous contract  NAS1-7104 
(Reference 8 )  and to study any problems that might be encountered in the 
operation of the complete e lectrochemical  WRS. 
under previous contract  
accelerat ing the r a t e  of 
c r i t e r i a  for  the electrol  
four-man laboratory model was built and operated in various modes to 
determine effects of catalyst ,  pH, voltage, and cu r ren t  on cell  performance.  
About 65 pounds of ur ine were  processed  in the laboratory cel l ,  and an 
electrodialysis s tack was operated in conjunction with the cell  for 5 consecu- 
tive days. The following conclusions w e r e  reached in the previous contract ,  
NAS 1-7104: 
The r e s e a r c h  work conducted 
S1-7104) explored the effec 
lectrolytic r eac  
1. The average power requirement  for pretreat ing r aw ur ine  was 127 
watthours per  pound of product water  during the 5-day tes t .  This 
4 
2. 
3 .  
4. 
5. 
6 .  
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
water  contained l e s s  than 0. 5 g of u r e a  and other organic ma te r i a l s  
pe r  l i ter .  Power requirements  increased rapidly a s  the removal  of 
organic s r e  a ched completion. 
The organics remaining in  the u r ine  a f te r  pre t rea tment  can and 
must  be  removed before  electrodialysis processing to  give a product 
water  containing l e s s  than 500 ppm total  dissolved solids and a 
water  recovery of over  94 percent.  
cent. 
charcoal  adsorption. 
Electrodialysis t reatment  with 
E: 
Polishing of the  pre t rea ted  ur ine can b e  accomplished by 
No bac ter ia  w e r e  found in  samples  of pre t rea ted  ur ine  at  the end of 
the 5-day tes t .  
No  measurable  water  10s s occurred  in the  electrolytic pre t rea tment  
process .  
An electrolyt ic  cell ,  designated Mark 111, was designed, fabricated,  
and operated for 5 days a t  an average  capacity of 16 pounds of raw 
ur ine  per day. 
platinum anodes, porous sepa ra to r s ,  and open- screen  space r s .  No 
l o s s  of cell  performance was detected over a period of 1 month of 
intermittent operation. No electrode deter iorat ion was noted a t  the 
end of the 5-day tes t .  
The cell  design incorporated s ta inless  s teel  cathodes, 
A cr i t ica l  minimum cell  operating voltage of 2. 9 volts was estab- 
l ished with the  Mark I11 cell. Below this  value, performance 
deter iorated markedly.  
The  pre t rea tment  p rocess  produces hydrogen and nitrogen in  a 
ra t io  of 3 :  1, which is the theoret ical  ra t io  f o r  the electrochemical 
oxidation of urea.  The on-board use  of these  gases  would reduce 
the weight penalty for  using the  p rocess ,  
Rapid gas -liquid separat ion appears  to  be  an important requirement  
to  obtain low-power processing.  
into the Mark I11 design to  prevent mixing of e lectrode s t r e a m  
products . 
Porous sepa ra to r s  w e r e  introduced 
The pre t rea tment  cell  operated successfully a t  ambient tempera ture .  
Astropower catalyst  No. 7765 has a n  acce le  
e lectrochemical  reaction. It i nc reases  the 
by a factor of 4 to 5. the power e 
cantly affected, lower voltages can be used to  c 
ing within the requis i te  t ime. 
Altho 
Hydrogen- ion concentration is an  important r a t e  determining factor .  
Within the pH range of 4. 5 to 6. 5, the r a t e  of the reaction inc reases  
with pH, doubling between a pH of 5 and a pH of 6 .5 .  
t reatment  the pH gradually fell,  and some adjustment was required.  
During pre-  
5 
12. Indications of the completion of the  electrochemical oxidation a r e  
a r i s e  in pH and the presence  of oxygen in the  product gas s t ream.  
The laboratory sys tem used to reach these conclusions is shown in 
F igure  3 .  
tem concept shown in F igure  4, in which ur ine  is circulated in a f igure-8  
This  tes t  setup contained the Mark  I11 cell  and simulated the sys-  
e performance summarized in Table  1. e that a 
nt of tot 
after p r  
h l  nitrogen (TKN) and total dissolved solids 
Mark I11 Cell.-The Mark  I11 cell  had separa te  anode and Zathode com- 
partments.  
16 anode and 16 cathode compartments,  which w e r e  formed by placing a 
paper  sheet separa tor  (with a spacer  s c reen  on each side) between the anode 
and cathode plates. 
vided in the per ipheral  gasket sea ls  for  one inlet port  and one exit port  in 
opposite co rne r s  of each compartment. 
of construction a r e  summarized in Table 2. The total useful surface a r e a  
was 28, 715 c m 2  for  the platinum anode and 3 3 ,  600 c m 2  for  the s ta inless  s tee l  
cathode. 
A cross-sect ional  view of the cell  is shown in F igure  5. It had 
The necessary  entrance and exit manifolding was pro-  
The  cell  dimensions and mater ia l s  
Urine Electrolysis Experiments 
The f i r s t  task in the present  p rogram was to  verify the conclusions 
reached in the previous contract ,  
simplification wherever  possible without undue sacr i f ice  in performance. 
The principal design guideline was to effect 
All of the urine electrolysis  tes t s  that were  run a r e  summarized in 
Table 3 .  In runs 1, 2 ,  and 3 a flow pat tern ( a s  shown in Figure 6 )  was used 
ra ther  than the figure-8 flow pattern used in the previous contract ,  and no 
significant difference in performance was noted. Therefore ,  the concept of 
a figure-8 flow pattern was dropped. 
Runs 4, 5,  and 6 with NaCl added, compared to subsequent runs without 
NaCl added, indicate that the addition of NaCl does not reduce the energy 
requirement enough to compensate for the penalty associated with the weight 
of the added NaCl. 
During runs 1 through 8, the gaseous outputs f rom the cell were  analyzed, 
and the resu l t s  a r e  summarized in Table 4. Also during these runs a metal  
analysis of ur ine was made before and af te r  ur ine electrolysis;  these resu l t s  
a r e  given in Table 5. 
the electrodi 
in trolyzed ur ine a r e  
electrodes.  
life of more  than 30 y e a r s ,  based on 80 t roy ounces of P t  and 25 p a r t s  of P t  
per  mission par t s  of ur ine processed.  
l a s t  even longer,  The specification for metals  other than i ron in 347 stain- 
l e s s  s tee l  is  shown in Table 6.  
Also shown i s  the metal  content of concentrate f rom 
It was estimated that the platinum anodes would have a useful 
The 347 stainless  steel  cathodes would 
6 
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Runs 9 through 16 w e r e  made  to  verify the beneficial effects of catalyst, 
to  determine the effect of voltage level on performance, to evaluate the effect 
of dwell t ime  inside and outside the  cell  on performance, and to ascer ta in  the 
effect of tempera ture  on performance. 
The  power required to  remove organics f r o m  uncatalyzed ur ine  was, 
surprisingly,  found to be lower than for  catalyzed urine. Therefore ,  the 
fur ther  u se  of the catalyst  was dropped a t  this point in the program,  
that support this conclusion a r e  summar ized  in Table 7. 
The data 
In runs 11 and 13, the  effects of two voltage levels ( 3 .  0 and 2. 6 volts) 
on cell performance were  determined, 
of removed CO2D was about the s a m e  fo r  both runs, the r a t e  of C02D 
removal was th ree  t imes  higher at  3 .  0 volts than at  2. 6 volts, as  shown in 
Table  8. 
of voltages higher than 3 .  0 volts. 
Although the power required pe r  unit 
On the basis  of these  runs, it  was decided to  investigate the effect 
The  effects of dwell t ime  outside the  cell and of tempe 
mar ized  i n  Table 9. 
contained in the  recirculating batch. 
voltage, and the  ur ine  tempera ture  w e r e  the same fo r  both runs. 
run 15 had twice the batch volume (8  l i t e r s )  of run 11 (4  l i t e rs ) ,  the  dwell 
t ime  outside the cell was about twice a s  long f o r  run 15 a s  it was for  run 11. 
The  organic removal rate, however, was 12 percent higher for  run 11 where  
the  ur ine was m o r e  quickly recycled back through the cell. These  data indi- 
cate  that chemical species  a r e  formed in the cell  that  a r e  necessary  to  the 
Runs 11 and 15 differed only in the total amount of ur ine 
The  flow r a t e  through the  cell,  the  cell  
Because 
10 
TABLE 2. -MARK I11 ELECTROLYTIC URINE PRETREATMENT CELL 
Electrode 
Thi  c knes s 
Dimensions 
Useful Surface A r e a  
Number Used 
Turbul ato r 
Mater ia l  
Dimensions 
Number Required 
Separator  
Mate r i  a1 
Dimens ions 
Number Required 
Resis t ivi ty  in 0. 1 
MKC 1 
Gasket 
Mater ia l  
Dimensions 
Number Required 
Anode 
P1 at inum 
0.003 in. 
12 x 12 in. 
144 in. 
16 
2 
Polypropylene s c r e e n  
12 x 16 x 0.020 in . ,  
4 x 4 Strands p e r  in .  
64 
Nonwoven dyne1 
12 x 16 x 0.0025 in.  
32 
1260 ohm-cm 
Polyvinyl chloride 
14  x 16 in. outside 
0. 020 in. thick 
12 x 14 in. inside 
48 
Cathode 
347 stainless steel 
0.020 in, 
X 
2 169 in. 
16 
11 
TABLE 3 .  -SUMMARY O F  INITIAL AND FINAL CONDITIONS O F  
ELECTROLYZED URINE 
1 
Run 
No. - 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
- 
Additions 
2.64 g / l  ca ta lys t  
2.64 g / l  ca ta lys t  
2.64 g/1 ca ta lys t  
8 . 0  g / l  NaCl 
2.64 g / l  ca ta lys t  
8 . 0  g / l  NaCl 
16.0 g / l  NaCl 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
2.64 g / l  ca ta lys t  
None 
2.64 g /1 ca ta lys t  
None .  
None 
Sample 
No. 
90523- 1 
90603- 1 
90603-2 
90610-1 
90612-1 
90623-2 
90625-3 
90627-1 
90630-1 
90703-2 
90707-1 
90710- 1 
90710-2 
90712-2 
90714- 1 
90716-1 
90717- 1 
90718-4 
90725- 1 
90725-5 
90728-1 
90729-4 
90729-5 
9073 1- 1 
9073 1-11 
90801-3 
90804- 1 
90806 - 2 
908 12- 1 
908 14- 1 
90814-2 
90815-6 
ni - 
1.3381 
1.3356 
1.3381 
1.3354 
1.3380 
1.3391 
1.3363 
1.3392 
1.3406 
1.3374 
1.3386 
1.3354 
1.3383 
1.3354 
1.3381 
1.3352 
1.3381 
1.3374 
1.3384 
1.3352 
1.3381 
1.3353 
1.3377 
1.3374 
1.3384 
1.3356 
1.3380 
1.3353 
1.3380 
1.3357 
K 
- 
18.7 
17.5 
19.5 
18.0 
19.5 
28.3 
29.4 
25.9 
28.0 
40.0 
40.5 
17.6 
22.5 
19.5 
18.8 
19.6 
21.0 
21.3 
21.5 
22.0 
21.7 
22.2 
20.6 
19 .6  
18.8 
21.8 
18.7 
20.8 
PH 
- 
6.5 
5.8 
6.6 
5.9 
6.5 
6 . 1  
6.5 
4 .5  
6 .1  
4.5 
6 .3  
3.6 
6.7 
2.5 
6.3 
2.8 
6.2 
2.8 
6.5 
6.1 
6.6 
2 . 6  
6.3 
4.7 
6.5 
6.0 
6.9 
4.6 
8.2 
8.5 
3.4 
_I_ 
- 
TDS 
( g / W  - 
32.0 
16.6 
32.3 
17.5 
32.2 
18.0 
39.8 
25.4 
40 .3  
26.2 
47.2 
32 .3  
36.5 
22.3 
36. 0 
20.4 
33.4 
19.0 
30.8 
30.7 
29. 1 
19.4 
32.8 
24.0 
30.5 
24.8 
30.5 
19.2 
- 
co c 
( g X )  - 
!O. 6 
1. 15 
19.3 
1. 01 
18. 1 
1. 16 
21.4 
1. 34 
20.6 
3 .74  
20.4 
1. 30 
22.6 
0.57 
22. 2 
0.42 
19. 9 
0.22 
20.5 
16.9 
21. 0 
0.86 
21. 2 
0. 14 
21. 8 
17.5 
17.8 
0.66 
18. 9 
2. 04 
19.2 
3 . 4  - 
- 
COD 
i_ 
7.60 
2.09 
8.46 
1 .60  
6.91 
1.78 
7.01 
0.22 
7 .2 i  
0. 05 
6.3C 
0.5i 
6.27 
4.4E 
6.3; 
1. os 
9.8E 
.o. OE 
7.4c 
4.95 
12.1 
1.5( 
- 
- 
TK 
( e /  - 
6. t 
0. 
7.2 
0. 
4.;  
0. 
6.! 
6.:  
5.r  
6.1 
0. 
6. ( 
0. ( 
6.L 
5. ;  
6.. 
0. I 
- 
TOC 
(g / l  - 
1.07 
5.81 
0.98 
6.05 
0.98 
3.26 
1.07 
6.28 
1.56 
6.74 
1.02 
6.74 
0.58 
6.74 
0.93 
6.05 
0.65 
6.51 
5.58 
6.51 
0.84 
6.51 
5.81 
6.51 
1.02 
6.51 
1. I t  - 
- 
Whr 
T - 
91 
111 
137 
289 
146 
274 
503 
35 2 
285 
38 
25 0 
542 
- 
- 
Cell 
No. - 
111 
111 
111 
111 
111 
111 
111 
111 
111 
111 
111 
111 
111 
111 
111 
111 
- 
3 -
0.4-2.0 
0 .4-2 .0  
0 .4-2 .0  
0 .4-2 .0  
0 .4-2 .0  
0 .4-2 .0  
0.4-2.0 
0 .4-2 .0  
0 .4-2 .0  
0 .4-2 .0  
0 .4-2 .0  
0 .4 -2 .0  
0.4-2.0 
0.4-2.0 
0.5-1.7 
0. 3-2.0 
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TABLE 3 .  -SUMMARY O F  INITIAL AND FINAL CONDITIONS O F  
ELECTROLYZED URINE (Concluded) 
- 
Run 
No. 
29 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
- 
Additions 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
Sample 
No. 
91015-1 
91016-7 
9 1028- 1 
91029- 10 
91029-11 
91030-5 
9103 1-1 
9 103 1-6 
91103-1 
9 1103-5 
91113-1 
91 117-9 
91118- 1 
91119-6 
9 1205 - 1 
91208-3 
91208-4 
91209-5 
91219-1 
9 1222- 1 
9 1223- 1 
91223-2 
700126- 1 
700127-3 
700202- 1 
700203- 6 
700203-7 
700204- 6 
700205- 1 
700206-3 
ni 
1.3378 
1.3353 
1.3375 
1.3345 
1.3375 
1.3351 
1.3375 
1.3350 
1.3376 
1.3352 
1.3387 
1.3349 
1.3381 
1.3347 
1.3376 
1.3349 
1.3377 
1.3348 
1.3393 
1.3355 
1.3383 
1.3354 
1.3375 
1.3345 
1.3384 
1.3350 
1.3379 
1.3350 
1.3371 
1.3349 
K 
-1 
c m  I 
16.5 
17.0 
16.0 
15.3 
16.0 
17.4 
16.7 
17.1 
15.5 
19.6 
19.5 
19.5 
15.9 
17.6 
16.4 
15.7 
17.0 
15. 1 
20.0 
18.0 
18.5 
17.7 
17.9 
13.5 
19.0 
17.1 
21.1 
15.0 
13.8 
- 
PH 
- 
6.2 
3.1 
6.3 
5.7 
6.4 
3.0 
6.4 
3.8 
6.4 
3.0 
6.3 
7.2 
6.2 
2.4 
6.3 
7.1 
6.4 
7.1 
6.5 
7.0 
6.3 
6.5 
8. 1 
6.4 
6.3 
7.0 
8.3 
6.9 
6.4 
- 
TDS 
(g/kg) 
37.1 
21.6 
30.4 
18.4 
24.8 
17.3 
26.4 
15.7 
37.1 
20.9 
35.4 
17.7 
26.0 
13.9 
34.6 
21.1 
28.1 
18.3 
25.7 
15.3 
- 
co E 
kfi ) - 
19.5 
0 
19. 0 
0.35 
19. 8 
1. 9 
19. 2 
1. 7 
19. 0 
2.8 
22. 1 
0 
20.2 
0 
18.4 
0 
17.4 
0 
24.0 
0 
17.7 
0 
18.4 
1.1. 8 
- 
COD 
@I1 
= 
7.39 
7.06 
7. 14 
6.94 
5.92 
0.6 
0.00 
0. 5 
0.08 
6.5 
0.00 
8.9 
0.26 
0.3 
0.13 
7.8 
0.77 
5.81 
0.15 
7.8; 
0 .oo 
6. Of 
0 .oo 
5.5; 
0.12 
- 
'KN 
g/l) - 
.90 
1.184 
.54 
1.404 
.05 
1.12 
). 24 
1.08( 
'.81 
1.094 
1.42 
1.11' 
.58 
I .09( 
- 
roc 
91 2 - 
3.80 
1.07 
I .09 
1.1c 
1.10 
3.87 
3.26 
j . O C  
3.15 
4.25 
3.62 
1.5c 
3.08 
3.9c 
3.12 
3.62 
3.26 
- 
m 
lb - 
336 
!34 
? 14 
?19 
5 46 
175 
215 
?97 
234 
C e l l  
No. - 
ftf 
111- 3 
I11 - 3 
111 - 3 
111-3 
IV 
IV 
IV- 1 
IV- I 
IV- 1 
IV- 1 
V 
V 
V 
V 
2.6 
74.3 
74.3 
93 
106 
146 
204 
232 
232 
232 
232 
225 
225 
225 
300 
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Figure 6. Parallel Flow Pattern Through the Mark 111 Electrolytic Cell 
electrochemical reactions and that these  species a re  ineffectually dissipated 
when allowed to dwell in the bulk fluid outside the  cell,  An experiment p e r -  
formed in run 15, in which flow ra t e  through the cell  was alternately raised 
and lowered, substantiates this conclusion, In this test ,  increasing the flow 
ra t e  through the cell  increased the organic removal rate. 
together with the observation that most  of the gas evolved i s  generated in the 
cell  and not in the bulk liquid outside the cell, strongly suggest that  the rate-  
limiting reactions occur at the cel l  electrodes and not in the bulk of the urine. 
These  tes ts ,  
Eight-liter batches of ur ine w e r e  used in both runs 15 and 16, which 
differed only in that u r ine  in run 16 was heated to 1 3 5 "  F. 
tempera ture  resulted in a 32-percent i nc rease  in the organic removal rate. 
La te r  tes t s  showed that mos t  of this r a t e  i nc rease  can be accounted for  by 
the  increased cur ren t  conducted by hot ur ine due to  increased mobility of 
sal t  ions, ra ther  than a tempera ture  induced inc rease  in some s t r ic t ly  chem- 
ical  reaction. This is  evidence that the rate- l imit i  
The higher 
and not the chemical r e a  k. 
Carbon Regeneration Experiments 
At this point in the program, a s e r i e s  of experiments ( runs  17 through 
28)  were  undertaken to investigate in- s i tu  charcoal regeneration by electro- 
chemical oxidation. Since the amount of residual organics remaining i n  the 
ur ine a f te r  t reatment  with the Mark 111 cell  was fa i r ly  la rge  (TOG 1 g / l ) ,  
relatively l a r g e  amounts of charcoal would be  required for  polishing p r i o r  
14 
TABLE 4. -GASEOUS PRODUCTS EVOLVED DURING ELECTROLYTIC 
PRETREATMENT OF URINE 
Major Items Amount (percent) 
HZ 
N2 
O2 
c02 
N2° 
co 
T r a c e  Organics 
62 
17 
2 
16 
2 
0.5 to  1 
Amount 
( PPmv 1 
Total  Organics 
Major I t ems  
2 - 2  Dimethyl Butane 
Di chlo r omethane 
3 Methyl Pentane 
Formaldehyde 
Pr opionaldehyde 
Minor I t ems  
70 
Acetone 
Ethyl  F o r m a t e  
Methyl Ethyl Ketone 
Methyl Alcohol 
Isopropyl Alcohol 
Ethyl Alcohol 
Butyl Alcohol 
Secondary Butyl Alcohol 
15 
Metal 
K 
Na 
C a  
P 
Mg 
Li  
Si 
A 1  
Fe 
Mo 
c u  
Ni 
Mn 
C r  
Zn 
Pb  
Pt 
TABLE 5. -ANALYSIS OF METALS I N  URINE 
BEFORE AND AFTER ELECTROLYTIC PRETREATMENT AND 
ELECTRODIALYSIS PROCESSING 
(All Values A r e  in Parts Per Million) 
Raw Urine 
1800(1) 
2690 
(1) 0 .4  
65'l) 
(1) 1. 8 
0. 04 
28 
N. D. 
N. D. 
N. D. 
N. D. 
N. D. 
N. D. 
N. D. 
0 . 1  
N. D. 
N. D. 
2 4 k r  of 
Electrolytic 
Pretreatment 
2500 
2600 
53 
138 
175 
0.08 
20 
N. D. 
21 
N. D. 
N. D. 
1.2 
0 .44  
7 
2.6 
0 . 5  
22 
40 hr of 
2600 
49 
ldl) 
200 
0. 13 
21  
N. D. 
0 .55 
N. D. 
N. D. 
10 
0.25 
13 
1.2 
N. D. 
43 
NOTES: 
(1) = low values due to  precipitation on standing. 
N.D. = not detected, 
Concentrate 
10600 
16400 
2 50 
1468 
3000 
9. 5 
50 
32 
3 
N. D. 
139 
19 
6.6 
27 
143 
5.7 
13 
16 
TABLE 6. - SPECIFICATION FOR MATERIALS OTHER THAN 
IRON IN 347 STAINLESS STEEL 
RunNo. 
9 
11 
12 
14 
Mater ia l  Pe rcen t  
Power to Power to 
reach reach Initial CO2D = 3.0 C 0 2 D  = 2.0 
(Whr per g (Whr per g Catalyst  No* Volts Of CO2D 
(g/ l )  of CO2D of CO2D 
removed) removed) 
None 3 .0  19.9 18.8 20.1 
None 3 .0  21.0 18.0 19.4 
2 . 6 4 g / l  3 .0  21.2 28.5 35.5 
2.64 g / l  3 .0  21.0 25.6 29.2 
C 
M n  
Si 
P 
S 
C r  
Ni  
Rate  er 
No. of 
Volts (Whr per (g of CO2D Run  No. 
g of C 0 2 D  removed per 
Removed) hour) - 
11 3.0 16.8 3.6 
13 2.6 18.8 1.2 
0. 0 8 maximum 
2.00 maximum 
1. 00 maximum 
0. 04  maximum 
0. 03 maximum 
17. 00 t o  19. 00 
9 .00 to  12.00 
TABLE 7.-POWER REQUIRED TO REMOVE ORGANICS 
FROM URINE 
Power to 
reach 
C 0 2 D  = 1.0 
(Whr per g 
of C02D 
re moved ) 
21.9 
25.6 
43.0 
43.0 
17 
Fr; 
0 
I3 
N 
II 
n 
0" u 
- 
M 
I I  
n 
N 
0 u 
w 
II 
n 
N 
0 u 
Ln 
I I  
n 
0" u 
d a ,  
c d k  
5 
0 
d 
r? 
9 
['- 
N ! I  M 
CI- 9 ?-I 
0 \o \cE 
M N cr) 
m 
m 
d 
r? 
m 
*-.I 
N 9 
0 Ln 
cr) N 
co 
9 
d 
N 
0 
N 
m 
m 
d 
co m 
N 
9 
9 
d 
9 
0 
N 
Ln 
0 
N 
0 
d 
N 
m N 
co m 
?-I d 
0 
r? 
0 
cr) 
0 
M 
I 
d 
d 
Ln 
d 
9 
d 
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to  electrodialysis processing. Pre l iminary  data generated under an inde- 
pendent r e sea rch  and development p rogram indicated that in-situ charcoal 
regeneration by electrochemical oxidation was feasible, 
this  contract w e r e  designed to  verify the prel iminary findings on a l a r g e r  
sca le  and to establish appropriate  engineering design cr i ter ia .  
The tes t s  run under 
In the carbon regeneration tes ts ,  raw urine was pumped through carbon 
beds, and the degree  of adsorption of organics f r o m  the  ur ine was determined 
by measuring the  CO2D level of the  effluent, 
pretreatment  cell  through the carbon bed and back to the  cell. 
of the tes t  setup is  shown in F igure  7. 
After breakthrough, the  carbon 
A photograph 
culating a br ine  s t r  
The adsorption was conducted in th ree  carbon columns, 1-1/2 inches 
in diameter  by 36 inches long. 
F i l t r a so rb  300 activated carbon, 
over  the carbon. 
cycle, raw ur ine  was passed through the column, followed by the br ine 
electrolyte, During the  regeneration cycle, the columns were  connected to  
the Mark I11 cell with tygon tubing, and the br ine  electrolyte was circulated 
through the cell  and the carbon columns. 
Total carbon weight was 1104 grams of 
A total of 23 l i t e rs  of raw urine was passed 
During the adsorption Total adsorption was 232 g of C02D. 
The resul ts  a r e  summar ized  below: 
Quantity of Amount Power 
Cycle Urine Processed  Ads orbed Required 
No. ( l i t e r s )  ( a  CO2D) (Whr/g CO2D) 
Virgin 
1 
2 
3 
6. 5 
6. 5 
6. 5 
3 . 5  
85. 0 
71. 6 
43. 8 
31. 6 
--- 
17. 5 
13. 8 
9 .  6 
Total amount of carbon = 1104 g 
The amount of CO2D that can be  adsorbed by the regenerated carbon 
appears to b e  stabilizing at  about 40 g /cyc le  for  a 6. 5-liter-per-cycle through- 
put, 
g ram of CO2D removed. 
required by straightforward electrochemical purification of ur ine  in the 
Mark I11 cell. 
The power requirements decreased with each adsorption to 9 ,  6 Whr p e r  
This value compares  favorably with values of power 
The curve for  adsorption of raw urine on activated carbon is  shown in 
F igure  8. Initial orption on virgin carbon and adsor  
the three  subsequ 
of the carbon did 
resul t  of nonoptimum operating conditions. During the regeneration, l i t t le o r  
no gas was evolved f r o m  the system. 
not being converted to gaseous products, a s  they a r e  in the electrolytic p r e -  
t reatment  process-. 
effected par t ia l  oxidation of the adsorbed organics,  which enabled the adsorp- 
tion of m o r e  organics on top of the previously adsorbed layer. 
case,  the process  would m o r e  cor rec t ly  b e  te rmed a "reactivation" than a 
"regeneration" process .  
regenerat ion cycles is presented. 
r, it was not a complete regeneratlon. 
This indicates that the  organics were  
It is hypothesized that the chlorinated br ine  s t r e a m  
If this is  the  
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Figure 8. Adsorption of Raw Urine on Activated Carbon 
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The reactivation p rocess  resul ted in some  deter iorat ion of t he  carbon. 
Very  fine par t ic les  w e r e  flushed f r o m  t h e  bed, which caused the b r i n e  to  
r e semble  a dilute ink-like solution. 
chemical  a t tack r a the r  than physical abrasion,  
It is suspected that this was a resul t  of 
While t h e s e  data on carbon regenerat ion w e r e  being reduced, fur ther  
Performance experiments  w e r e  conducted with the Mark  111 cell. 
resul ts ,  which will be descr ibed in the following p 
s t ruc t  c e  
ate a t  YY 
oxygen demand (COD) and total organic carbon (TOC) values in electrolyzed 
urine. 
obviated, and no fur ther  work was done on carbon regeneration. 
Consequently, the  need f o r  l a r g e  amounts of polishing carbon was 
Mark IV Cell  
A d rama t i c  i nc rease  in reaction r a t e s  was observed during the  f i r s t  
The r a t e  of 
This  observation was 
investigation of the effect of voltages higher  than 3. 0 volts. 
organic removal  a t  3 . 6  volts turned out to  be near ly  15 t imes  g r e a t e r  than 
it was at  3. 0 volts with no sac r i f i ce  in efficiency. 
extremely encouraging, and investigation of per formance  at  higher  and higher  
cu r ren t  densit ies was vigorously undertaken. 
In the  next experiment, the cu r ren t  input to  the  Mark I11 cell  was ra i sed  
to  60 amperes ,  which was the l imit  fo r  the  power supply in use. Since good 
resu l t s  w e r e  obtained, it was decided to  d e c r e a s e  the  cel l  anode a r e a  f r o m  
28800 cm2 to 6041 cm2 by removing anodes and cathodes. This enabled a 
five-fold inc rease  in cu r ren t  density. Good resu l t s  w e r e  s t i l l  obtained, and 
therefore ,  a l l  but one anode and two cathodes w e r e  removed, which decreased  
the  anode a r e a  to  1726 cm2 and allowed a four-fold inc rease  i n  cu r ren t  den- 
sity. Good resu l t s  w e r e  again obtained, and the  anode a r e a  was then reduced 
to  377 cm2 by  blocking off a l l  of the  flow area except a nar row diagonal chan- 
nel. 
photograph of the cathode taken af te r  the tes t s .  
paper  s epa ra to r s  w e r e  a l so  eliminated, with no noticeable effect on per form-  
ance. During the final t e s t  on this configuration ( r u n  3 7 ) ,  the  cu r ren t  density 
was ra i sed  to  about 80 mA/cm2, at which point the e lec t r ica l  connecting tabs  
to  the anode overheated. 
A new cel l  was constructed with an anode area of 206 c m  
The outline of this  channel is  c l ea r ly  visible in  F igu re  9, which i s  a 
In this  configuration the  
2 and connecting 
tabs  l a rge  enough to  significantly reduce  the  i2R heating effect. 
cell,  called the  Mark IVY was run to  a cu r ren t  density of 200 mA/cm2 before  
it reached its upper i 2 R  limit. 
T h e  new 
The  d rama t i c  reduction in anode area that occur red  during this period of 
investigation is summar ized  in F igu re  10. The  Mark IV cell  is shown along- 
s ide  the Mark I11 cel l  i n  F igure  11, together with a summary  of the per t inent  
dimensions. 
1/350th the s i z e  of the  Mark I11 cell. 
In t e r m s  of anode a r e a  p e r  man, the  Mark IV cell is about 
The  s t o r y  i s  summar ized  in F igu re  12, in which the gas  r a t e  p e r  unit of 
A s t ra ight  l ine resul ts ,  which anode a r e a  i s  plotted against  cu r ren t  density. 
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Figure 10. Reduction in Anode Area for Electrolytic Urine Pretreatment Cell 
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Figure 11. Comparison Between the Mark I l l  and Mark I\/ Electrolytic Urine Pretreatment Cells 
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indicates a s  a first approximation, that performance is not sacr i f iced at 
higher cur ren t  densities. 
positions together with energy balance data showed that organic removal 
efficiency actually improved a t  higher cur ren t  densities. 
In fact, detailed analyses of gas  and ur ine  com- 
F igure  13 shows two variations of the  Mark IV cell. The  Mark IV-a had 
a thin, screen-supported anode, which a l so  functioned as a turbulator.  The  
Mark IV-b, a n  improved version, had a rig de  and no turbu 
Neither configuration included separa tors ,  w e r e  dropped f 
e 
ti 
resulted in l a r g e  variations in the width of the  electrode gap. Also, precipi-  
tated ma te r i a l s  tended to  hang up in the turbulator  s c r e e n  and clog the  flow 
passages,  result ing in uneven distribution of flow. The  Mark IV-b, the rigid 
anode configuration without turbulator sc reens ,  worked very  well, This 
design was used for  the Mark  V cell, which had platinum cathodes as well as 
platinum anode s . 
Twotest  setups w e r e  used with the Mark IV cell, as shown in  F igures  14 
and 15. The  shor t  thick liquid-gas separa tor  (F igu re  15) worked bet ter  than 
the  long s lender  one (F igure  14). Two drops of Dow Antifoam C pe r  l i t e r  of 
ur ine  great ly  reduced the foaming, which occurs  in the ear ly  pa r t  of a run 
in  the high CO2D regime, 
was disassembled and inspected, F igure  16 shows a typical white deposit on 
the s ta inless  s tee l  cathodes. 
cathodes of the  Mark 111 cel l  (F igu re  9 )  and the Mark IV-a cel l  (F igure  13). 
This deposit i s  thought to  be mainly calcium and is associated with operation 
at high cur ren t  density and low COD levels,  
of urine. 
operation, 
and looks much like a typical flocculant hydroxide precipitate,  
by fi l tration in the electrochemical WRS unit, 
After completion of run 34, the Mark IV-b cel l  
The white deposit was a l so  observed on the 
It does not occur i n  all batches 
It can be removed by reversing cell  polar i ty  for  a short  period of 
After removal, the  ma te r i a l  remains i n  suspension in the  ur ine 
It is removed 
During its disassembly, the Mark I11 cell was inspected for  cor ros ion  and 
long-term degradation effects. 
s ta inless  steel cathodes and at  welded platinum joints. 
showed s e v e r e  chemical attack, and this mater ia l  was excluded f rom fur ther  
consideration. Because of the tremendous reduction in required electrode 
a rea ,  it became real is t ic  to  think in t e r m s  of using platinum for  t he  cathodes 
as well a s  f o r  the anodes to  avoid cathode corrosion problems. This  concept 
was implemented i n  the design of the  Mark V cell,  
Some pit corrosion was observed on the 
The P V C  gaskets 
Mark  V Cell 
The Mark  V cell,  F igure  17, had a lysulfone housing, 
t rodes,  and sil icone rubber  gaskets. These  materials w e r e  selected, after 
evaluation of a number of other  candidates, because they a r e  sat isfactor i ly  
iner t  to  electrolyzed urine. 
A proprietary chlorosulfonated polyethelene bonding agent was used to 
bond the platinum electrodes to the polysulfone substrate ,  
agent was selected over numerous others  on the bas i s  of tes t s  i n  which smal l  
t e s t  specimens of the bond were  suspended i n  chlorinated ur ine media during 
This bonding 
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Figure 13. Two Variations of the Mark I\/ Electrolytic Cell 
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Figure 114. Test Setup for Mark IV lectrolytic Urine Pretreatment Cell 
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Figure 15. Test Setup No. 2 for Mark IV Electrolytic Urine Pretreatment Cell 
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all operations. 
polyethelene agent during these  tes t s ,  
proof-tested ( runs  44 through 47), the  platinum anodes rapidly debonded. 
T h e r e  was no sign of debonding at the cathodes. 
debonding was probably caused by a loss  of electrons f r o m  the bonding agent 
due to  its intimate contact with the anode. At this point, fur ther  attempts to  
find a sat isfactory bonding agent w e r e  abandoned, and a mechanical approach 
was undertaken. 
No sign of deterioration was observed in the chlorosulfonated 
However, when the Mark V cell was 
This indicates that  the anode 
Mark V I  Cell 
A design was developed in which the  electrodes w e r e  held down by Teflon 
screws.  
silicone rubber  between each electrode and the polysulfone s t ructure .  
silicone rubber then acted a s  a pressure-sealed gasket. 
External sealing was accomplished by spreading a thin coating of 
The  
The new electrolytic cell  was t e rmed  the "Mark VI" cell. It had four 
electrode pa i rs ,  arranged in paral le l  with respect  to  the liquid flow but 
connected in se r i e s  electrically.  
voltage f r o m  7 to 2 8  volts and lowered the amperage f r o m  80 to  20 amperes ,  
thus potentially lowering the losses  involved in cur ren t  conditioning as  well 
a s  reducing the i2R losses .  It was 
successfully tested during the 17-day and 30-day continuous tes t s  reported 
in Part I11 of this report ,  
and was delivered with the electrochemical WRS unit. 
This design raised the overall  nominal 
The Mark VI  cell  is shown in F igu re  18. 
It i s  the las t  i teration of the  electrolytic cell design 
Electrodialysis Stack 
Concurrently with the development work on the urine electrolysis  cell, 
t es t s  were run on the Ionics, Inc., electrodialysis stack that had been pur- 
chased previously under contract  NAS1-7104. 
Figure 19 a f te r  it had been outfitted with silicone rubber gaskets in  an attempt 
to eliminate leakage. After a s e r i e s  of tes t s  on this electrodialysis stack, 
using both standard KC1 solutions and rea l  electrolyzed urine, a drast ic  
decrease  in stack performance was finally attributed to deterioration of the 
platinized titanium anode. 
platinum foil, and no fur ther  deterioration was observed. 
appears  that this diagnosis was probably in e r r o r  and that the r ea l  cause of 
performance degradation was potassium perchlorate precipitation. 
This stack is shown in 
Both the anode and cathode were replaced with 
In ret rospect  it 
The new electrodialysis stack design is described in Pa r t  11, and i t s  
performance during a 17-day and a 30-day continuous is in  
Pa r t  111. 
Operation and Control Exper iments  
After completion of run 47, no fur ther  bench testing was performed with 
the simplified electrolytic pretreatment  loop o r  with the electrodialysis loop. 
At this point, a laboratory layout of the integrated electrochemical WRS was 
assembled and operated to prove out and debug the automatic control system. 
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This laboratory layout is shown in  Figure 20, and a number of the compo- 
nents that were  tested a r e  shown in Figure 21. The layout proved to  be 
extremely valuable and many mistakes in control logic were detected and 
corrected,  thereby saving considerable t ime and reducing problems during 
l a t e r  checkout and shakedown testing of the breadboard WRS unit. 
mill i l i ter .  Subsequently, samples  drawn f r o m  the electrolyt ic  pre t rea tment  
loop and the electrodialysis loop had 48-hour total  plate counts of 0 and 8 
mic roor  gani s ms pe r mill i l i te r, re s pe c t ive ly . 
After 200 hours  of operation on the laboratory layout, the design was 
frozen, and all effort  was concentrated on construction of the breadboard 
WRS unit. P a r t  I1 descr ibes  the breadboard WRS unit in  detail, and P a r t  111 
summar izes  the resu l t s  of continuous around-the-clock testing of the unit. 
Summary of P a r t  I Achievements 
The most  significant advances made in the state-of-the-art  during this  
phase of the p rogram were improvements  in the design of the electrolyt ic  
pretreatment  ce l l  a s  l is ted below: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7 .  
8. 
9. 
Reduction of anode area f r o m  9, 600 to 30 cm2/man.  
Reduction of ce l l  weight f r o m  22 to 0. 3 lb/man.  
Reduction of cell volume f r o m  375 to 6 in. 3/man.  
Increase in  cell efficiency by about 20 percent.  
Increase  in  cell effectiveness f r o m  90 to 99  percent in  t e r m s  of i t s  
abil i ty to remove urine organics.  
Elimination of catalyst  in  the amount of 2 . 6  g r a m s  per  l i t e r  of 
ur ine.  
Elimination of the figure- 8 flow pattern.  
Elimination of ion-permeable electrode separa tors  (diaphragms). 
Elimination of mesh- ty 
36 
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PART 11. SUBSYSTEM DESIGN DESCRIPTION 
Proce s s De s c ription 
The electrochemical  WRS is easi ly  understood in  t e r m s  of the simplified 
flow d iagram presented in  F igure  22. 
ster i l iz ing feature  by electrolytically generating chlorine f r o m  urine. 
of the chlorinated urine is used a s  flush water  and is added to the incomi 
quent removal of dissolved ur ine solids is accomplished in two s teps .  
f i r s t  step, the urine and flush-water mixture is electrolyzed. Through a 
s e r i e s  of e lectrochemical  reactions,  the dissolved organic ma te r i a l s  are 
converted to  hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and oxygen. The p rocess  
produces semipurified ur ine that contains pr imar i ly  inorganic! salts. In the 
second step, these residual  inorganic sa l t s  a r e  removed by electrodialysis  
t o  produce drinking water  that  meets  the rigid potability s tandards of space 
missions.  . 
The sys t em achieves i t s  self- 
Some 
urine to render  i t  s table  with respect  to g r o s s  6 
In the 
Mass and Energy Balance 
A m a s s  balance including power and heat requirements  for  the e lec t ro-  
chemical  WRS is shown i n  Figure 23.  The figure a l so  shows a m a s s  balance for 
completely drying the ur ine br ine discharged f r o m  the electrodialysis  s tack 
and thermally decomposing the dr ied electrolyzed urine residue. This mass 
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Figure 23. Mass Balance for Water Recovery From Typical Human Urine by Electropurification 
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balance is based on the composition of typical urine before and af te r  electroly- 
t ic pretreatment.  
Composition of Human Urine 
The composition of human urine has  been studied by many investigators, 
and the quantities of 158 different chemical constituents a r e  
These i c s  Data Book (Reference 10). 
el 
ds ,  
constituents that have individual maximum concentrations exceeding 10 m g / l  
a r e  l is ted in  Table 10 in decreasing o rde r  of concentration. 
uents add u p  to about 3 6 ,  800 m g / l  in typical urine.  
pounds total approximately 250 m g / l .  
These constit- 
The remaining 90 com- 
F o r  engineering analysis and prel iminary de sign purposes, an  abbrevi- 
ated i is t  of compounds is usually more  than adequate to character ize  human 
urine. However, in the development and testing of urine reclamation systems, 
there  i s  no substitute for  using r ea l  urine. An analog for r ea l  urine, con- 
sisting of 42 compounds, is  presented in Table 11. 
a r e  considered to be typical, and a r e  based on the information in Table 10, 
the measurements  presented in Reference 9, and the resul ts  of numerous 
chemical analyses of urine made over the las t  10 yea r s  in the course of devel- 
oping water-recovery subsystems. 
Table 11 account €or over 98 percent of the total solute concentration in urine. 
F o r  most analyses  and calculations, Table 11 should serve  a s  a convenient 
start ing point to develop an even more  simplified analog, such a s  the one in 
Table 12, which shows the major  categories  of (1) inorganic salts ,  (2)  urea,  
( 3 )  organic compounds, and (4) organic ammonium sa l t s  broken down into 
their  carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen, and organic sulfur content. 
The concentrations listed 
The 42 (of 158) compounds l isted in 
Some measurements  that help to broadly categorize urine are presented. 
in Table 13. 
unconcentrated, nonpretreated urine, each  containing about 40 l i t e r s  com- 
posited f r o m  20 to 30 male subjects. 
batches ranged f rom 24.8 to 37. 1 g/kg. 
The measurements  were made on 16 different batches of raw, 
The total dissolved solids (TDS) of the 
The measurements  selected were considered to be the most significant 
available for  broadly categorizing ur ine,  In addition to the directly meas-  
ured values of n 
columns of nitrogen and carbon, a s  determined by gas  analysis in the elec- 
trolytic pretreatment  process .  
methods of determination is close for  n i t r  
Although a generally increasing trend wit 
each parameter  except pH, there is cons 
values. The arnount of deviation caused by actual variations in the level of 
the measured quantities is not known, nor how much is due to interferences 
and side reactions f r o m  the method used in the measurements .  The partic- 
l a r  significance of each measurement  is discussed below. 
K ,  pH, TDS, C02D, COD, TKN, and TOC, there  a r e  i’ 
The agreement  between the two different 
Refractive-Index (nil. -The refract ive index measurements  were made 
a t  70 O F  with a Bausch and Lomb ref rac tometer  calibrated for  sodium 
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T A B L E  10.-CONSTITUENTS O F  HUMAN URINE EXCEEDING 10 m g / l  
( f r o m  Reference 10) 
SolubiEity 
Total Solutes 
Urea 
Chloride 
Sodium 
Potassium 
Creatinine 
Sulfur, Inorganic 
Hippuric Acid 
Phosphorus, Total 
Citric Acid 
Glucuronic Acid 
Ammonia 
Uric Acid 
Uropepsin (as Tyrosine) 
Bicarbonate 
Creatine 
Sulfur, Organic 
Glycine 
Phenols 
Lactic Acid 
Calcium 
Histidine 
Glutamic Acid 
Androsterone 
1-Methylhistidine 
Magnesium 
Imidazole Derivatives 
Glucose 
Taurine 
Aspartic Acid 
Carbonate 
Cystine 
Citrulline 
Threonine 
Lysine 
Acid 
uric Acid 
p-H yctrox yphenyl- 
Hydrocrylic Acid 
60.1 
35.5 
23.0 
39.1 
113.1 
32.1 
179.2 
31.0 
192.1 
194.1 
17.0 
168.1 
181.2 
61.0 
149.2 
32.1 
75.1 
94.1 
90.1 
40.1 
155.2 
147.1 
290.5 
169.2 
24.3 
68.1 
390.4 
125.2 
133.1 
60.0 
240.3 
175.2 
119.1 
146.2 
231.2 
195.2 
36,700 
9,300 
1,870 
1,170 
750 
670 
163 
50 
470 
90 
70 
200 
40 
70 
20 
0 
77 
90 
130 
30 
30 
40 
<7 
2 
30 
20 
90 
30 
5 
<7 
100 
7 
0 
10 
5 
3 
1 
1 
46,7130 
23,300 
8,400 
4,390 
2,610 
2,150 
1,800 
1,670 
1,070 
930 
880 
7 30 
670 
560 
560 
530 
470 
450 
420 
400 
390 
330 
320 
280 
260 
205 
200 
200 
200 
170 
150 
130 
130 
120 
110 
110 
100 
100 
8.7 
0.367 
_ _ _  
_ _ _  
208 
S .  
0.00645 
0.04 
1.4 
_ _ _  
--- 
--- 
23 
8.2 
00 
_ _ _  
S. 
1.5 
i.;S. 
_ _ _  
S. 
0.15 
6.4 
2.7 1 
0.0 1 
S .  
S .  
V.S. 
--- 
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T A B L E  10. -CONSTITUENTS O F  HU-N URINE EXCEEDING 10 mg/ l  
( f rom Reference 10) (Concluded) 
Solubility 
Limit In 
Range Formula 
Item Formula Weight ~ / 1  mgh 0 
Aminoisobutyric Acid 
Inositol 
Formic Acid 
Urobilin 
Tyrosine 
Pyruvic Acid 
Albumin 
Asparagine 
Tryptophan 
Ketones (as Acetone) 
Serine 
Alanine 
Purine Bases 
Glycocyamine 
Proline 
Arginine 
Ascorbic Acid 
Oxalic Acid 
Bilirubin 
Valine 
Phenylalarnine 
Allantoin 
Oxoglutaric Acid 
Leucine 
Guanidinoacetic Acid 
isoleucine 
Urobilinogen 
Ethanolamine 
Guanidine 
Methionine Sulfoxide 
Dehydroascorbic Acid 
Other Organics 
H2N * C H 2 ~ ~  CHOOH 
CH3 
H02C0CH(NH2)'CH2 'CONH2 
F6H4 'NH 'CH :$'C2H3 (NH2 )C02H 
CH3COCH 3 
HO'CH2 'CHNH2'C02H 
H2 N'CH(CH3) 'CO2H 
CSH4N4 
103.1 
180.2 
46.0 
588.7 
181.2 
88.1 
132.1 
286.8 
58.1 
105.1 
89.1 
120.1 
115.1 
174.2 
176.1 
90.0 
584.7 
117.2 
165.2 
158.1 
146.1 
131.2 
117.1 
131.2 
61.1 
59.1 
174.1 
3 
5 
20 
7 
10 
2 
7 
20 
5 
10 
20 
15 
0 
15 
<7 
c 7  
3 
1 
3 
e 7  
6 
2 
13 
8 
9 
4 
0 
3 
7 
0 
3 
1 20 
100 
90 
90 
70 
70 
70 
70 
60 
50 
50 
50 
50 
45 
40 
40 
40 
30 
30 
30 
30 
25 
25 
25 
25 
22 
17 
15 
13 
13 
13 
285 
00 
0.04 
00 
3.1 
25 
4 
20.5 
00 
1. 
V.S. 
15 
v.s 
10 
i. 
0.76 
00 
V.S. 
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TABLE 11. -AN ANALOG REPRESENTING THE COMPOSITION OF 
- 
ITEM 
INORGANIC SALTS 
Potassium Chloride 
Potassium Sulfate 
Magnesium Sulfate 
Magnesium Carbonate 
Potassium Bicarbonate 
Potassium Phosphate 
Calcium Phosphate 
UREA 
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
-
Creatinine 
Uropepsin (as Tyrosine) 
Creatine 
Glycine 
Phenol 
His tidine 
Androsterone 
1-Methylhistidine 
Imidazole 
Glucose 
Taurine 
Cystine 
Citrulline 
Aminoisobutyric acid 
Threonine 
Lysine 
Incloxysulfurlc acid 
m-H ydroxyhippuric acid 
p-Hydroxyphenyl - hydrocrylic acid 
Inositol 
Urobilin 
Tyrosine 
Asparagine 
Organics less than 50 mg/Q 
ORGANIC AMMONIUM SALTS 
Ammonium: 
Hippurate 
Citrate 
Glucuronate 
Urate 
Lactate 
whltamate 
A9paft3te 
Fomate 
Pyruvate 
Oxalate 
Total Solutes 
TYPICAL HUMAN URINE 
FORMULA 
FORMULA 
58.4 
74.6 
174.3 
120.4 
84.3 
100.1 
212.3 
310.2 
60.1 
113.1 
181.2 
149.2 
75.1 
94.1 
155.2 
290.5 
169.2 
68.1 
390.4 
125.2 
240.3 
175.2 
103.1 
119.1 
146.2 
231.2 
195.2 
180.2 
588.7 
181.2 
132.1 
196.2 
226.2 
211.1 
r13.5.1 
127.1 
164.1 
15a.l 
63.1 
88.1 
124.0 
1,641 
2.632 
783 
143 
66 1 
234 
62 
13,400 
5,369 
1,504 
381 
373 
315 
292 
233 
174 
173 
143 
156 
138 
96 
88 
84 
83 
73 
77 
70 
70 
70 
63 
54 
53 
606 
-
4,131 -
1,250 
756 
663 
5 18 
3% 
266 
135 
88 
44 
37 
37,057 
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TABLE 12. -SUMMARY O F  C,  N, 0, H AND ORGANICS I N  
TYPICAL HUMAN URINE 
Item 
Inorganic Salts 
Urea  
Organic Compound s 
Organic Ammonium Salts 
TOTAL 
Batch 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12  
13 
14 
15 
16 
- 
C 
(12.0) Amount 
(mg’l) ( m g / l )  
14, 157 
13,400 2,680 
5,369 2,466 
4, 131 1,630 T 37, 057 6,876 
N 0 
(14.0) (16.0) 
( m g / l )  ( m d 1 )  
0 1,877 
6,253 3,573 
1,211 1,231 
659 1,576 
8,  123 8 ,257  1 ,5  13 
TABLE 13. -SIGNIFICANT MEASUREMENTS THAT BROADLY 
CATEGORIZE HUMAN URINE 
TDS 
:g/k.el - 
36.5 
36.0 
33.4 
30.8 
29. 1 
30.5 
37.1 
30.4 
24.8 
26.4 
37.1 
35.4 
26.0 
34.6 
28. 1 
25.7 
n. 
1 
1.3386 
1.3383 
1.3381 
1,3381 
1.3384 
1.3377 
1.3387 
1.3381 
1.3376 
1.3377 
1.3393 
1,3383 
1.3375 
1.3384 
1.3379 
1.3371 
- 
PH 
6 .7  
6 .3  
6 .2  
6.5 
6.6 
6.5 
6.3 
6.2 
6.3 
6.4 
6.5 
6.3 
8 . 1  
6.3 
8 .3  
- 
- 
- 
K 
(m*) 
17.6 
19.5 
19 .6  
21.3 
22.0 
19.6 
19.5 
15.9 
16.4 
17.0 
20.0 
18.5 
17.9 
19.0 
21.1 
- 
CO2D 
( d l )  - 
2 2 . 6  
22.2 
19.9 
20.5 
21.0 
21.8 
22.1 
20.2 
18.4 
17.4 
24.0 
17.7 
18.4 
21.8 
- 
- 
COD 
(d 1) - 
7.01 
7.27 
6.30 
6.27 
6.37 
7.40 
10.6 
10.5 
6.50 
8.90 
10.3 
7.80 
5 .81  
7.83 
6.05 
5.57 
TKN 
(d 1) 
v 
7.21 
4.76 
6.50 
6.33 
6.46 
6.51 
7.90 
7.54 
6.05 
6.24 
7.81 
6.42 
5.58 
- 
- 
- 
N 
by Gas 
Analysir 
W), 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
7.39 
7.65 
6.51 
6.54 
7.50 
- 
- 
7. 18 
7.08 
5 .51  
TOC 
(B/ 1) 
v 
6.74 
6.74 
6.05 
6.51 
6.5 1 
5 . 8 1  
3.80 
- 
4.10 
3.87 
5. 00 
4.25 
3.63 
4.50 
3.90 
3.62 
C 
by  Gas 
_. 
- 
- 
- 
_. 
4.74 
6.65 
4.16 
4.46 
4.88 
- 
- 
6.54 
6.05 
4.84 
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yellow light relative to a i r .  
solutions is presented in  References 11 and 12. 
common binary solutions a r e  given in References 12 and 13.  
index has been found to  have a straight-l ine correlat ion (Figure 24) with 
solute weight fraction (x) for  most species in binary solution; for  many 
species  the effects of solute weight fraction on refractive index a r e  additive. 
A discussion of refract ive index of aqueous 
Refractive index data on 
The refract ive 
tivity is a function of the ionic 
id 
C 
definite relationship between ion concentration and specific conductivity for  
individual species.  The specific conductivity, calculated for  the ur ine listed 
in Table 10, assuming an activity coefficient of 0. 74 for  each inorganic sal t  
(Reference 13 ,  page D-93), is 18. 0 mmho-cm-1 for  the inorganic sal ts  and 
approximately 1. 5 mmho-cm- l  for  the organic ammonium salts,  a total of 
19. 5 mmho-cm- l .  This is ve ry  close to the values found in rea l  urine. 
t - pH. -The pH i s  a measure  of H and OH- ions. Usually, for urine, low 
pH i s  caused by unbuffered organic acids, and high pH i s  caused by 
unbuffered ammonium. 
Total Dissolved Solids (TDS).-The amount of TDS was determined by 
drying samples  at  room temperature  with a purge flow of - 4 0 ° F  dew-point 
a i r .  The TDS a r e  reported in g r a m s  per  ki logram of solution and equal the 
solute weight fraction t imes  1000. The TDS measurement  cannot be expected 
to match a theoretical  calculation of total dissolved solids based on a quantitative 
knowledge of the species present  in urine, because of such factors  a s  
volatilization o f  organic mat ter ,  mechanically occluded water, water  of 
hydration, hygroscopic propert ies  of the residue, heat-induced chemical 
decomposition, and oxidation effects. Drying ur ine a t  room temperature  
minimizes  the loss  of high vapor p r e s s u r e  solutes, such as NH4HC03, 
HC1, formic  acid, amines,  and phenols; and r e su l t s  in a TDS figure 
that is slightly higher than the theoretical  value, due mainly to water of 
hydration. 
ki logram is approximately equal to the theoretical  concentration in g rams  
per  l i ter .  
As a ru le  of thumb, the TDS value for  raw urine in grams per 
Rapid Method fo r  Chemical Oxygen Demand (CO2D).-In this method, a 
microsample is  injected into a heated combustion tube (Reference 14) through 
which C02 i s  flowing. 
which i s  measured by an infrared analyzer.  
oxidation by a combustion process  for  urine organics i s  
Reducing mater ia l s  react  with the C02 to f o r m  CO, 
A generalized equation for 
The oxidizing equation for  CO is 2 
C H N 0 t m C02-- (mta)  CO t z H 2 0  b t 2 N  a b c d  2 2  
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When Equations (1) and (2) a r e  both balanced in respect  to  oxygen, then 
n =  m t a ,  and the number of moles of CO produced in Equation (2) is equal to  
the number of oxygen a toms required in Equation (1). The resu l t s  a r e  
reported as g r a m s  per  l i t e r  of oxygen and a r e  termed "C02D. I t  
The mixture of organics  in urine pe r  T 
sented by the equation for C2H6N202. The oxidation of this  
C2H6N202 t 3 CO2&5 CO t 3 H20  t N2 
In this case,  therefore,  i f  complete oxidation occurred with no inter-  
ferences,  the total organics in urine would be approximately equal to  
90/80 x C02D. 
is listed in Table 14. 
The efficiency of oxidation for a number of compounds (Reference 14) 
TABLE 14. - EFFICIENCY O F  OXIDATION 
Oxidation Efficiency COzD, mg/  1 
Compound Calculated Found (percent ) 
Acetic acid 2 46 239 97.2 
Benzoic acid 2 50 248 99.2 
Oxalic acid 2 50 244 97.6 
Glycine 2 50 248 99 .2  
Urea 2 50 2 50 100.0 
p- Nit roaniline 2 50 244 97.6 
Phenol 2 45 2 16 88.2 
Suc ro  s e 2 48 215 86. 7 
Ac et  o ne 173 145 83. 8 
Etha no 1 235 200 85. 1 
Methanol 238 205 86. 1 
Ammonium hydroxide 2 50 204 80.6 
Ammonium chloride 250 2 74 109.6 
the organics.  Typical COD values for  th ree  organic mater ia l s  are a6 follows: 
- Item - COD 
Lac to s e 
Glucose 1. 07 g /g  (theoretical, Reference 15) 
Potassium acid phthalate 1. 18 g/g (theoretical, Reference 15) 
0. 84 g /g  (measured)  
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The oxidation of most  organic compounds by dichromate i s  95 to 100 pe r -  
cent of the theoret ical  value. Ammonia, urea,  benzene, toluene, and 
pyridine, however, a r e  among the compounds that a r e  not oxidized by 
dichromate.  Since urine contains la rge  amounts of urea,  ammonia,  and 
amines,  i t s  COD values would be expected to run considerably below the 
total organic content of urine,  and the data in Table 13 bear  this out. 
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN). -Total Kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN), Refer -  
in  
be 
the nitrogen in-raw urine.  
represented  by the equation C2HgN202, the total organics  would be approxi- 
mate ly  equal to 9 0 / 2 8  x TKN. 
When the organics  in raw u r ine  a r e  approximately 
Nitrate and nitri te nitrogen a r e  not measured  by TKN and a r e  not 
present  to any appreciable extent in raw urine.  Electrolyzed urine, however, 
can contain high levels  of nitrate,  and in  this case,  TKN does not indicate 
total  nitrogen. 
Total Organic Carbon (T0C)-The total  organic  carbon (TOC) m e a s u r e  - 
ment  was made with a Beckman Model 915 Total Organic  Carbon Analyzer 
(Reference 16).  This instrument  complies  with the ASTM tentative method 
D2579-T for  the determination of organic carbon in  water  and waste water.  
A smal l  water  sample i s  swept into a catalytic combustion tube (950" C), 
where all carbonaceous ma te r i a l  is oxidized to f o r m  carbon dioxide. After 
removal  of the water  vapor, the CO 
second combustion tube maintained a t  a lower tempera ture  (150 O C). 
this procedure only inorganic carbonates  and dissolved C02 a r e  l iberated.  
They a r e  swept into the inf ra red  analyzer ,  where they a r e  separately de te r -  
mined .  
carbon dioxide i s  indicative of the organic  carbon present  in the sample.  
method m e a s u r e s  essent ia l ly  a l l  of the carbon in urine. 
in  urine a r e  approximately represented by the equation for C2HgN202, the 
total  organics  in urine would then be approximately equal to 90/24 x TOC. 
i s  introduced into an infrared analyzer 
sensit ized to  measure  C02.  A pa ra  Z le1 sample i s  then injected into a 
By 
The difference between the total carbon dioxide and the inorganic 
The 
When the organics  
Elec t rochemis t ry  of the Electrolyt ic  P re t r ea tmen t  P r o c e s s  
The overa l l  e lectrochemical  react ion for  the electrolyt ic  urine p re t r ea t -  
ment p rocess  is approximately represented  a s  follows: 
X3O t 2C2H6N202 t 11 H20-X304 t 17 H2 t 2N2 t 2 0 2  t 4CO2 (4) 
In this equation, X3O rep resen t s  the inorganic co  
C2H6NzOz rep resen t s  the organic compounds in raw urine; X3O4 rep resen t s  
the inorganic compounds in electrolyzed urine; and X rep resen t s  a l l  a toms 
other than C, H, N, and 0 and is  considered to have an  atomic weight of 
approximately 30, which is about average  for  r e a l  human urine. 
s i n  raw urine; 
The mechanism f o r  the overa l l  e lectrochemical  reaction i s  not known; 
but it i s  probable that chemical  react ions involving hypochlorite, chlorate,  
perchlorate,  and perhaps both nascent chlorine and nascent oxygen a r e  of 
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pr ime importance. In actual practice, a batch of urine measuring approxi- 
mately 4 l i t e r s  is circulated through an electrolysis  cel l  operating a t  a cu r -  
rent density in the range 200 to 300 mA/cm2 until the TOC, COD, and TKN 
a r e  each reduced to l e s s  than 100 m g / l .  
pa rame te r s  during urine electrolysis  is shown in F igures  24 through 2 9 .  
The t ransient  behavior of these 
These plots a r e  e s  
f 
1 
The oxidation appears  to proceed in  thsee distinct phases as  
and 12, and are  based 
to sulfate, and most of the original chloride is converted to chlorate and 
perchlorate.  
described in the following paragraphs.  
TABLE 15. -ANALOG REPRESENTING THE SALTS REMAINING AFTER 
ELECTROLYTIC PRETREATMENT O F  TYPICAL HUMAN URINE 
I tem 
Formula Amount 
F o r  mula Weight (mg/  1) 
Sodium Chloride 
Sodium Chlorate 
Sodium Pe r c hlo r a  te 
Potassium Perchlorate  
Potassium Sulfate 
Potassium Nitrate 
Magnesium Chlorate 
Potassium Phosphate 
Calcium Phosphate 
NaC 1 
NaC103 
NaC104 
K C ~ O A  
K SOT 
KWOq 
58. 4 
106. 5 
122.5 
138.6 
174.3 
101.1 
Mg(ClO3)2* 6H2O 2 9 9 . 3  
212.3 
K g P O B  Ca3(P  4)2 310.2 
1542 
53 14 
7436 
7 76 
4497 
162 
2454 
234 
62 
22477 
Phase I-Oxidation of High Nitrogen Containing Compounds. -Figures 24 
through 29  give some insight into the dynamics of the organic removal pro-  
cess .  The first few minutes of e lectrolysis  includes an induction period in 
which the chloride level drops about 10 percent (Figure 25).  Conversion of 
chloride to hypochlorite in accordance with the following reaction is indicated: 
Anode: 6C1- - 6e-6C1 (5)  
Cathode: 
Mixing: 
6Nat t 6HOH t 6e+6NaOH t 3H2 
6NaOH t 3C12+3NaOC1 t 3NaCl t 3H20  
During the f i r s t  3 hours  of electrolysis,  the o is 
low (Figure 28), indicating that little i f  any excess  water is being electrolyzed. 
The ratio of nitrogen to carbon (Figure 29)  is higher than the average value 
for urine, indicating that urea  and other high-nitrogen organics a r e  being 
oxidized in preference to low-nitrogen and zero-nitrogen organics, such a s  
the organic acids ,  The fact that COD, which does not include urea,  is 
decreasing (Figure 25) indicates that other organics besides urea a r e  a l so  
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P 
1.3390 
1.338s 
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1.3365 
1.3360 
1.3355 
1 .a0 
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Figure 26. Behavior of TDS and ni of Urine During Electrolytic Pretreatment 
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Figure 27. Optical Density of Urine During Electrolytic Pretreatment 
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being oxidized. 
oxidation, which for urea,  is  mainly as  follows: 
The p r i m a r y  chemical reaction appears  to be hypochlorite 
Oxidation: H2NCONH2 t 3NaOC1-.C02 t N2 t 3NaC1 t 2H20 (8) 
The overal l  reaction, combining Equations (5), (6 ) ,  (7), and (8), would be 
as follows: 
11 -e 
Phase 11-Oxidation of Ammonium Ions. -Between hour 3 and hour 4 the 
chloride level drops,  indicating a higher concentration of hypochlorite and 
production of C10' and C10- and the preferent ia l  oxidation of a new group of 
organic compounds, The decline in pH (Figures  25 and 29) indicates that 
ammonium ions a r e  a l so  being removed, leaving the organic acids  unbuffered. 
By hour 4 the organic nitrogen (TKN, Figure 25) has dropped to a lmost  zero, 
and the nitrogen-to-carbon rat io  (Figure 29) is below the average value. The 
nitrogen compounds that remain  in solution (as ze ro  TKN is approached) were  
identified a s  being mainly nitrogen t r ichlor ide (NCl3)  and nitrate ion (NO3-). 
NCl3 is detected by TKN, but NO3- is not. 
hypochlorite oxidation of u rea  (Reference 17). F o r  simplicity, it  is not 
shown in  Equation (8), which represents  the p r imary  reaction of hypochlorite 
with urea.  
3 4 
NCl3 is  an end product of the 
NCl3 can be converted to  NO3- by hypochlorite as follows: 
NC13 t HOC1 t 2H20--N03 t 4C1- t 5Ht 
It was found that in low-voltage electrolysis  (cur ren t  density less than 
2mA/cm2)  la rge  concentrations (about 5 g / l )  of N03- did occur,  but in high- 
voltage electrolysis  (cur ren t  density g rea t e r  than 150 mA/cm2)  the NO3- 
concentration remained low ( less  than 40 m g / l ) .  
organic acids that remain  in solution a t  this point in the process  a r e  mainly 
formic (HCOOH) and acet ic  (CH3COzH) acids.  
the products of hypochlorite and N-chloro compound reactions with the 
organic mater ia l s  other than urea.  
these residual organic  acids.  The addition of a catalyst  during low-voltage 
electrolysis  reduced the residual  NO3- level, but i t  did not reduce the level 
of residual organic acids.  
It was a l so  found that the 
These f ree  aliphatic acids  a r e  
Low-voltage electrolysis  does not remove 
Phase 111-Oxidation of Organic Acids. -Between hour 4 and hour 5 of 
high-voltage electrolysis ,  the chloride level  continued to drop  (Figure 25), 
indicating a continuing conversion to hypochlorite. 
refractive index a s  i t  i s  compared to TDS (Figure 24) indicates a conversion 
of hypochlorite to chlorate,  which was verified 
Chlorate can be produced by the following reac 
solutions (References 19 and 20): 
Also, the rapid drop in 
C10-  t 2HOCl--ClO; t 2HC1 (11) 
Chlorate can  a l so  be produced by anodic oxidation (References 19 and 20), 
as  follows: 
6ClO- -t 3H20 - 6e - 2C103- t 4C1- t 6Ht t 3 0  (12) 
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The increase  in oxygen production (Figure 28)  would argue that 
Equation (12) predominates. 
begins to rise, indicating that the residual organic acids  a r e  being oxidized. 
This oxidation process  might involve the nascent oxygen produced in 
Equation (12), o r  it might be a direct  electrolytic decomposition a t  the anode. 
It probably does not involve the chlorate ion, which is not a s  good an oxidizer 
as hypochlorite. Als n continues to be evolved 
ing the removal of un residual nitrogen- contain 
Also during this period the pH (Figure 29)  
u r  5 
organic level falls below 500 m g / l  (Figure 25). 
chloride was converted to  chlorate by the beginning of the fifth hour, the 
ni ve r sus  TDS data (Figure 24) indicate that chlorates  a r e  being converted to 
perchlorates  by anodic oxidation a s  follows: 
Since near ly  a l l  of the 
C103- t H20 - 2e+C104- t 2Ht ( 1 3 )  
Between hour 6 and hour 7, the organic level is reduced to l e s s  than 
At hour 7 the organic 100 mg/1, while more perchlorates  a r e  produced. 
level is low enough that subsequent processing by electrodialysis can pro- 
duce water that meets  all of the NAS/NRC chemical potability standards 
(Reference 18). 
In addition to the main gases  evolved during the electrolytic pre t rea t -  
ment process,  a number of t r ace  gases  have been identified, The calculated 
daily amounts of a l l  gases  evolved a r e  l isted in Table16. These figures a r e  
based on the assumption that the average astronaut will produce 0. 165 pound 
of urine solids each day. 
Design and Layout 
The electrochemical WRS module (shown in Figure 1). is mounted on 
self-locking c a s t e r s  to obtain the mobility required for laboratory evaluation, 
The components a r e  designed and ar ranged  for easy  access  and quick 
disassembly fo r  inspection and long-life performance monitoring. 
five bladder tanks a r e  mounted in the front of the module. 
contains the t imers ,  accumulated t ime indicators,  p r e s s u r e  gages, tempera-  
tu re  readout, conductivity controller and readout, control switches, and 
s ta tus  lights as shown in Figure 1. 
The 
The front  panel 
A rear view of the module is shown in Figure 2. The pumps, valves, 
elec t r  odialy si s stack, electrolysis cell, liquid - ga s s eparator  s, temperature  
controller B , f i l e  ed senso r s  and 
and fuses  are  mounted on t 
fuse  blows, a re lay  is activated., which shuts down all 
Also, a flag built into the fuse i s  automatically displayed., making trouble- 
shooting a quick and easy  task.  
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TABLE 16. -QUANTITY O F  GASES GENERATED BY THE 
ELECTROLYTIC PRETREATMENT PROCESS 
(assumes 0. 165 pound of ur ine  solids p e r  man-day) 
co2 
(32 
N2 
H 
H2 0 
co 
HC 1 
NH3 
NO2 
0 3  
COC 12 
so2 
H2S 
CI ,  
HCN 
Chlo r o fo r m 
Isopropyl alcohol 
Ethylene dichloride 
Ter t ia ry  butyl alcohol 
Amyl alcohol 
Di c hl  o r o me tha ne 
0 . 0 3 1  
0.014 
0.0012 
0.00055 
0 .000  18 
0.000008 
0.000008 
0.000000 16 
0.0000000 12 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Trace  
Trace  
Trace  
Trace  
Trace  
Trace  
Sy s tem Description 
A flow diagram of the electrochemical WRS is shown in Figure 30. The 
The f i r s t  loop contains the subsystem has two p r imary  recirculation loops. 
electrolytic pretreatment  cell  that removes organic constituents f r o m  the 
circulating ur ine.  The second loop contains the electrodialysis s tack that 
removes the inorganic constituents. Urine is processed in 4-liter batches 
in  the electrolytic loop and on completion i s  t ransfer red  to the electro-  
dialysis loop. When a batch i s  completed in the electrodialysis loop, the 
result ing purified water  is t ransfer red  to  the potable-water s torage tank. 
The subsystem a lso  has a raw-urine accumulator,  a flush-water s torage 
tank, and a small br ine accumulator.  
Flush water  is s e m  ocessed ur ine fr  lo t 
contains high amounts of hypochlorite. The flush-water tank has a manual 
fill provision to enable experimental  determination of the optimum point a t  
which flush water  should be extracted in the electrolytic cycle. All other 
operations, with the exception of filling the raw ur ine  accumulator and 
emptying the potable water  tank, a r e  completely automatic and function as 
described in  the following paragraphs.  
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Four distinct p r e s s u r e  plateaus a r e  arranged in the subsystem so that 
internal leakage will cascade in a r e v e r s e  direction from: ( I )  the potable- 
water s torage tank, to (2)  the electrodialysis loop, to (3) the electrolytic 
loop, to (4) the raw-urine accumulator. The p res su re  in each par t  of the 
subsystem is a function of the initial p re s su re  loading in  the individual 
bladder tanks. 
and law-pressure  end of each 
the br ine accumulator T-5 mus  
The p r e s s u r e  levels a r e  se t  to eliminate overlap a t  the high- 
S 
connecting a i r  line. 
side of each tank provide pr imary  control signals for start ing and stopping 
the automatic f i l l ,  t ransfer ,  and discharge operations. 
High- and low-pressure switches installed on the a i r  
When a batch of raw urine is available in the raw-urine accumulator T - I  
(Figure 30) and the electrolytic loop has completed i t s  previous batch, valve 
V - 1  moves to admit raw ur ine  to the electrolytic loop. 
P P - 4  t r ans fe r s  raw urine into the electrolysate accumulator T-3 until the 
r a w  ur ine accumulator T-1 i s  empty. 
fo r  circulating in the electrolytic loop. 
The t ransfer  pump 
Valve V-1 then moves to the position 
When the electrolytic loop completes a batch ( a s  determined by a prese t  
t imer )  and the electrodialysis loop has completed i ts  previous batch, valve 
V-2 moves to admit the semiprocessed ur ine  f rom the electrolytic loop into 
the electrodialysis loop. The electrodialysis loop pump P P - 3  t ransfers  the 
semiprocessed ur ine into the dialysate accumulator T-4 until the electroly- 
sate  accumulator T-3 is  emptied. 
position, and processing in the electrodialysis loop is started.  
conductivity of the dialysate i s  continuously monitored by conductivity 
sensors  CS-1. When it fa l ls  to a prese t  value, an  automatic controller 
positions valve V-3 to t ransfer  dialysate to the potable water s torage tank 
T-6. If af ter  completion of this operation, another batch of electrolysate is 
ready for  processing, i t  is automatically t ransfer red  and processed. 
electrolysate is  available, the electrodialysis loop automatically shuts down 
and waits for the next batch. The electrolysis loop is automatically 
controlled in a s imilar  manner in respect  to the availability of raw urine.  
Valve V-2 then re turns  to i ts  normal  
The specific 
If no 
C omponent De s c r iption 
Electrolytic Pre t rea tment  Cell. - The Mark VI electrolytic pretreatment  
cell i s  shown in Figure 18. Its nominal dimensions are 10. 5 by 5 by 1 .5  
inches. The principal construction ma te r i a l  i s  polysulfone, which i s  one of 
the ck by electrolyze 1 
ele  to 
the polysulfone withTeflon screws.  The gaskets a r e  made f rom silicone 
rubber (AMs 3302) and a r e  used to (1) define the internal flow channels, (2 )  
maintain the proper  electrode gap, and (3)  sea l  the cel l  against leakage. 
Electrodialysis Stack. -The nominal dimensions of the electrodialysis 
stack, Figure 31, are  9 by 5 by 4 inches. The s tack contains 14 concentrating 
compartments and 12 diluting compartments,  plus 2 anode and 2 cathode corn- 
partments,  which function together a s  2 additional diluting compartments.  
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All fluid flow i s  internally manifolded. 
cipal internal  par t s :  (1) membrane, (2)  membrane  retainer ,  and (3) tortuous - 
path flow-channel spacer .  The anion-transfer membranes  a r e  Nepton 
ARl10-DYG, and the cation-transfer membranes  a re  Nepton CR61-DYG. 
Both mater ia l s  a r e  24 mils thick and a re  manufactured by Ionics, Inc. The 
tortuous-path flow-channel spacers  are a modified Ionics, Inc., design and 
a r e  glued-up f r o m  two sheets  of 1/32-inch-thick AMS 3302 s i l ic  
The figure a l so  shows the th ree  prin- 
unction as external  seals  and a r e  ma 
The electrodes at the ends and center  of the stack contain tabs fo r  
connection t o  the dc power supply. 
platinum sheet bonded to a 1/8-inch-thick polysulfone plate for rigidity. 
whole s tack i s  sandwiched between two p r e s s u r e  plates machined f r o m  316 
stainless steel .  An assembly sequence of the s tack i s  shown in  Figure 32. 
Each electrode consists of a 3-mil-thick 
The 
Blad.d.er Tanks. -The five spherical  blad.d.er tanks, a s  installed. in the 
mod.ule, a r e  c lear ly  visible in Figure 1. 
Arrowhead Products  manufactured these 12-inch-diameter tanks to 
MDAC specifications. 
tank showing both 316 stainless s teel  hemispheres;  the Dow-Corning S-1125 
medical-grade silicone-rubber bladders;  the Chromalox heater ,  heater cover 
plate, and screws;  the flange bolts; and the aluminum mounting brackets.  
The liquid side of the tank, including the Chromalox heater ,  i s  coated with 
Teflon (FEP). 
used on high-quality frying pans, was sprayed on by .the Fluorcarbon Company 
and baked a t  550" F. 
glued between two gasket-type c i rcu lar  s t r ip s  cut f r o m  a piece of Rubbercraft 
Company's silicone rubber (AMs 3302). 
better sealing character is t ics .  
heaters  a r e  installed in only two of the tanks. 
heater holes a r e  plugged with removable fittings. 
F igure  33 is a photograph of a single disassembled 
This coating, an  industrial  nonporous Teflon similar to that 
The l ip on the silicone-rubber bladder is sandwich- 
This provides grea te r  strength and 
The five tanks a r e  identical except that 
In the other three tanks, the 
Relay and Fuse Panel.-The relay and fuse panel can be seen in Figure 2. 
Most This panel contains the logic c i rcui ts  of the automatic control system. 
of the relays in the circui ts  a r e  identical interchangeable units. 
has  a neon light that glows when the relay i s  energized. 
especially useful when troubleshooting the system. 
fuses provides fault isolation and causes  the sys tem to automatically shut 
down in a fail-safe mode when a malfunction occurs  in any of the fused 
circui ts .  
Each relay 
This feature i s  
The row of flag-type 
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PART 111. CONTINUOUS TESTING DATA 
Seventeen-Day Tes t  
In the first around-the-clock test of the breadboard unit, the electrolytic 
assembly and examination of the electrodialysis stack revealed that potassium 
perchlorate  (KC lo4) had precipitated in the  br ine  compartments and clogged 
the  passageways. This problem had not been evident in previous bench test- 
ing a t  the component level. Brine circulation was t r ied,  with heating and 
cooling, and this process  succeeeded in removing about 95 percent  of the 
KC lo4 by thermal -mass  t ransport ,  
remained tightly attached to  the br ine  s ide  of the  anion membranes,  however, 
and continued to  cause  a l a r g e  dec rease  in  perfolmance. 
About 5 percent  of the KC 104 crys ta l s  
Typical chemical data for  the potable water  produced in this test are  
shown in  Table  17. The slightly high ammonia levels on two occasions would 
have been lower i f  m o r e  time had. been allowed for  processing in the electro- 
dialysis loop, 
Microbiological data in Table  18 i l lus t ra te  the impress ive  self-steri l izing 
capability of the system, 
organisms p e r  mil l i l i ter  was fed to  the electrolytic loop, 
sions near  the s t a r t  of the  test ,  however, w e r e  any organisms recovered f rom 
the electrolytic loop, and this was at  the  very  low levels of 160 p e r  ml  and 
2 p e r  ml, respectively, The electrodialysis loop was a l so  demonstrated to  
be self-steri l izing, 
Typically, raw urine containing l o 7  to 108 micro-  
On only two occa- 
6 A l i t e r  of distilled water  containing approximately 10 microorganisms 
p e r  ml was added to  the electrodialysis loop on the 9th day and again on the 
11th day. 
contain only 140 and 30 microorganisms p e r  ml, respectively, 
the subsequent sample taken the following day showed no growth on a 
48-hour plate. 
Ten minutes thereaf ter ,  the withdrawn samples  w e r e  found to  
In each case  
After electrodialysis processing and t r ans fe r  to  the  potable water  s torage  
tank, t he re  remained insufficient residual chlorine to  effect s ter i l i ty .  Con- 
s equently the potable water  tank was kept heated to approximately 170' F. 
Per chlo rat e Reduc t ion T est s 
The fact that chlorate and perchlorate  are produced by the electrolytic 
process  (as organic ma te r i a l  is removed) is discussed in P a r t  11-Electro- 
chemistry of the Electrolytic Pre t rea tment  P rocess ,  The relationship 
between perchlorate  and TOC is shown in  F igu re  34. In general, perchlorate  
f i r s t  began t o  appear when the TOC level reached 1200 m g / l ,  and it con- 
tinued to  build up a s  the TOC level was fur ther  reduced, The re  w e r e  severa l  
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TABLE 18. -MICROBIOLOGICAL DATA DURING 17-DAY 
CONTINUOUS TEST 
4 5 8 9  10 11 12 15 16 Te s t Day 1 2 3 
Raw Urine lo7 
Elec t r  0 2  0 0 0 0 
P re t r ea t  me nt 
Loop 
Electrodialysis 
Loop 
‘FNumber of microorganisms pe r  mill i l i ter  on a standard 48-hour plate, 
3kWontarninated distilled water injected into loop containing about 109 
mic roorgani sms.  
baffling exceptions to this rule, however, and in one test ,  perchlorate  was 
not produced even when the TOC dropped to  100 m g / l .  Every conceivable 
unique aspect of these  par t icular  tes t s  was carefully examined, but no 
plausible explanation was developed. 
contained an unknown ingredient that suppressed perchlorate formation, 
In any event, the fact that in severa l  instances perchlorate  was not produced, 
holds out hope that eventually the reason may  b e  determined and perchlorate  
formation can be easily controlled. 
Perhaps these batches of urine 
Based on inferences in References 19 and 20, a number of bench tes t s  
Several  experiments were  a l so  performed 
These  tes t s  
w e r e  run that attempted to minimize perchlorate  production i n  a simple 
electrolytic pretreatment  loop, 
that attempted to reduce perchlorates  i n  an aqueous solution, 
and their  resul ts  a r e  described below. 
Low Anode Potential. -A low anode potential favors  low C 10-3 and C 10-4 
production. Reference 20 indicates that perchlorate  cannot b e  made  unless 
the cathode potential is  g rea t e r  than 1. 5 volts, 
of a l i t e r  of electrolytically pretreated ur ine  that contained 5. 6 g/ l  of ClO-4 
a s  C 1  was electrolyzed a t  a cell  voltage of 2 . 7  volts and a cur ren t  density 
of 3 . 5  mA/cm2.  
A tes t  was run in which 9/10 
After 2. 25 hours th 
a s  61. The power requir  
The  cell used for  this  ex 
contained a total of seven ra ther  than four electrode pa i r s  electrically con- 
nected in se r i e s ,  
cell operating under these conditions would take approximately 4 hours  and 
3 watts pe r  m a n  to eliminate the perchlorate  generated during electrolytic 
pretreatment .  It i s  recommended that fur ther  experiments be conducted to 
verify these prel iminary resul ts  and define the optimum conditions for  elim- 
inating perchlorates  by this method. 
t o  the Mark VI  cell, but it 
The  total  anode a r e a  was 700 cm2. It i s  estimated that this 
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Ultraviolet Radiation. -Reference 20 indicates that  on exposing potassium 
chlorate  solutions to  ultraviolet  radiation, decomposition occurs  with l ibera-  
tion of oxygen. 
pre t rea ted  u r ine  containing approximately 5 g / 1  of C 1 0 4  a s  C1 was circulated 
through a 5-watt ultraviolet  l amp f o r  4 hours.  
observed, and the ClO-4 level  did not change. 
A bench t e s t  was run in  which one l i t e r  of electrolytically 
No evolution of oxygen was 
such as  f r e e  meta ls  and meta l  oxides leads to  decomposition into chloride 
and oxygen ra ther  than into perchlora te  and chloride. 
cannot be used and quartz  vesse ls  a r e  recommended f o r  the highest  yield of 
p e  rchlo rat  e. 
Therefore ,  i ron  vesse ls  
An experiment was run in  which a bed of i ron  filings was included in the  
electrolytic pre t rea tment  loop. A l a rge  amount of i ron  went into solution, 
and considerable  amounts of a flocculent i ron  precipi ta te  w e r e  formed. 
the  end of the test ,  however, the ur ine  contained about 5 g /  1 of C 10-4 a s  C1. 
At 
Titanium Anode. -An outside consultant suggested using a t i tanium anode 
A bench t e s t  was run, and the titanium anode to  reduce the cell overvoltage, 
a lmost  completely dissolved in only 2 hours  of operation. 
Alternating Polar i ty ,  S e v e r a l  bench t e s t s  w e r e  t r i ed  i n  which the cell 
The  frequency of r eve r sa l  ranged f r o m  once i n  20 polar i ty  was reversed ,  
minutes to  6 0  t imes  a second (60-Hz current) .  
on perchlorates ,  and it was concluded that cell polarization i s  not a factor  in  
the  formation of perchlora tes ,  
T h e r e  was no noticeable effect 
High and Low pH,-Bench t e s t s  w e r e  run in which the pH of ur ine  was 
ra i sed  to  13+ by the addition of NaOH and lowered to  1- by the addition of 
HC1. In both cases  approximately 5 g/ l  of ClO-4 a s  C1 was produced. It 
was concluded that pH does not affect the ult imate conversion of C I -  to  C 10-4 
in the electrolytic pre t rea tment  processes .  
High and Low Tempera ture .  -Reference 13 indicates that e lectrolysis  at  
teniperatures  g r e a t e r  than 104" F favors  production of chlorate  over  perchlor -  
ate. Bench t e s t s  w e r e  run a t  140" and a t  80" F. N o  significant difference 
was seen  in the  production of perchlorate .  
of ClO-4 a s  C1 was produced. 
In each c a s e  approximately 5 g / 1  
Reducing Cell.-A reducing cell  was designed and built, employing a 
semipermeable  diaphragm to sepa ra t e  the anode and cath 
Weep holes w e r e  placed in the  diaphragm a t  the inlet 
sma l l  flow through the  anode co rtment,  A l a r g e  
through the cathode compartment,  thereby exposing most  of t he  liquid to  a 
reducing atmosphere,  
5 g / 1  of ClO-4 a s  C 1  was produced in each case.  
should work, and it i s  recommended that a m o r e  refined vers ion of this idea 
b e  constructed and tes ted before  the  concept is  dropped. 
Several  bench t e s t s  w e r e  run with this setup. About 
In theory, the reducing cell  
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Loose  Membranes.  -Loose membranes  are  t e r m e d  "loose" because m o r e  
The  loose membranes  w e r e  
wa te r  is t ranspor ted  with each sa l t  ion than is the  c a s e  f o r  the  tight membranes 
that a re  s tandard with the electrodialysis  stack. 
t r i ed  with the  expectation that the b r ine  would not b e  concentrated above t h e  
solubility limit of KC 104, and precipitation would therefore  not occur.  T h e  
loose  membranes  permi t ted  so  much wa te r  t r ans fe r  that the net .product  water 
yield d t o  50 percent,  which is too low fo r  an a e r o s  
Thirty-Day Tes t  
Because of the perchlora te  problem that developed during the 17-day 
test, it was decided t o  u s e  a mode of operat ion for  the 30-d.ay t e s t  that min- 
imized the production of perchlorate .  
was terminated when TOC reached the 800- t o  1200-mg/ l  range. This  is 
before  chlor ide is converted to  an appreciable  amount of perchlorate .  
t rea ted  ur ine  was then processed  in the  electrodialysis  loop, and the  product 
wa te r  was carbon-polished to  remove  the  remaining TOC. 
The electrolyt ic  pre t rea tment  p rocess  
The  
P r i o r  t o  the  s t a r t  of the  30-day tes t ,  16 kg of u r ine  was processed  to  
make  s u r e  the  equipment was functioning proper ly  after a 2-month shutdown. 
A float switch had to  be  repaired,  a solenoid valve was disassembled and 
cleaned, and a meter ing pump was refurbished, 
The maintenance data f o r  the 30-day tes t  a r e  summar ized  in  F igu re  35. 
The electrolytic pre t rea tment  par t  of the sys tem r a n  fo r  the en t i re  30 days 
without maintenance o r  downtime, The raw urine,  flush water ,  and potable 
water  s torage  sections a l so  r a n  without malfunction. The e lec t r ica l  sys t em 
ran without problems except when br ine leaking from a poorly reassembled  
electrodialysis stack shorted out a motorized plug valve and the electradial-  
ysia Rtack wiring, 
trouble was direct ly  attr ibutable to the presence  of potassium perchlorate  in  
the electrolytically t r ea t ed  urine. 
The electrodialysis  pa r t  of the sys t em did not do as well, Most of the 
On day 3 of the tes t ,  two batches of ur ine  were  processed in  which the 
TOC was inadvertantly reduced to the 200-mg/ l  reg ime,  
because t i m e r s  were  se t  to process  a batch in a fixed t ime and in these 
batches the TOC was removed a t  a higher  than no rma l  rate.  
clock was s e t  to  s top  the process  at  about TOC = 1, 500 m g / l .  
point down to the end point (800- 1000 m g /  l), the p rocess  was manually 
monitored by extracting samples  f o r  TOC analysis.  
This occur red  
After  this the 
F r o m  that 
As  a resu l t  of proces  
stack, the br ine  compar t  
with potassium perchlorate  precipitate and had to  be d i s a s  
cleaned. 
day 13, and a smal l  f i l t e r  was installed in the line. 
dialysis s tack  was disassembled,  KClO4 was  cleaned out of the br ine  
passageways, and four membranes  were  replaced, 
the brine line clogged and was cleaned, 
was again disassembled,  and all KClO4 precipitate was removed. Upon 
Clogging of the br ine  d ischarge  line and valve occurred  again on 
On day 14 the electro-  
On day 15 the f i l t e r  in 
On day 19 the electrodialysis  s tack 
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reassembly, the performance of the s tack was so  low that i t  was disassembled 
on day 21 and a new se t  of membranes  was installed. 
of the test .  
and would have required cleaning if  the t e s t  had continued. 
demonstrated that even low levels of KC104 will cause trouble in 5 to 
10 days. 
These lasted the r e s t  
The 30-day t e s t  
The br ine line became plugged again on the las t  day of the tes t  
e. 
Actually the organic standard 
S 
thereby lowering the TOC to space standards.  
is based on COD not TOC. 
water  is shown below: 
A relationship between the two fo r  the product 
TOC COD 
(mg/ 1) (mg/ 1) 
18 67 
20 130 
28 13 1 
32 150 
42 207 
6 . 7  
6.5 
4. 7 
4.7 
4.9  
These data  indicate that for  this kind of water  the TOC should be main- 
tained below 15 m g / l  to ensure  that COD will be less than 100 mg/l .  
F r o m  day 1 through day 6, use  was made  of a s e t  of multifiltration beds 
containing 0.6 lb of activated carbon, 0. 2 lb of cation resin, and 0. 2 lb of 
mixed ion resin.  Following this was a 4-inch Fi l te r i te  Company f i l ter  con- 
taining 0.044 lb of activated carbon. F o r  days 7 and 8, a 10-inch Fi l te r i te  
Company f i l t e r  containing 0 .62  lb of activated carbon was used while a l a rge r  
s e t  of beds was being prepared. The new se t  of beds, containing 5 . 4  lb of 
activated carbon and no ion exchange mater ia l ,  was used f r o m  day 12 through 
day 30. 
containing another 0.62  lb of carbon for  a total of 6 .  0 lb of activated carbon. 
These beds were  followed by a 10-inch Fi l te r i te  Company f i l ter  
The chemical and physical analyses  of the product water  are shown in 
Table 20 and Figure 36. 
of times in respect  t o  turbidity, ammonia, and organic materials. It m a y  be 
possible t o  consistently meet the s tandards by using m o r e  carbon, but the 
amount of carbon is already more than can be tolerated in a flight system. 
If the perchlorate  problem remains  unsolved, there appears  t o  be no feasible 
way in which electrodialysis  can be combined with the electrolytic pretreat- 
ment process. 
The product water  exceeded the standard a number 
The microbiological data  are 
these data show conclusively that both electrolyt ic  pre t rea tment  and electro-  
dialysis  are self- steri l izing processes .  
n in Table 21. As in the 17-day test, 
Data on power and processing r a t e s  during the 30-day t e s t  are summar -  
ized in Table 22. The high pumping power is typical of the small commercial-  
type pumps that were  used. More efficient flight-type motors  would 
significantly reduce this power requirement.  
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TABLE 20. -THIRTY-DAY TEST-CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSES 
O F  PRODUCT WATER 
Item 
Turbidity (Jackson 
Units), m g / l  
Color (Cobalt 
Units), m g / l  
Taste  
Odor 
Foaming 
Standard 
10 
15 
Vonobjectionable 
Vonobj ectionable 
Vonpersistent, 
15 sec  
Vo Standard 
\To Standard 
1,  pH >7 
LO, pH <7 
Vo Standard 
LOO0 
\To Standard 
5 
0. 05 
i50 
\To Standard 
3 
0. 2 
0. 05 
0.5 
Jo  S t a n d a d  
\To Standard 
Jo  Standard 
J o  Standard 
Jo  Standard 
Jo Standard 
\To Standard 
Jo Standard 
i o  Standard 
io  Standard 
Jo Standard 
\To Standard 
i o  Standard 
J o  Standard 
i o  Standard 
\To Standard 
\io Standard 
0. 5 
2 
7 
28 
2 
Bland 
Bland 
Vone 
6. 1 
189 
4. 0 
44. 0 
'80 
1.3334 
0. 7 
0.001 
160 
0.003 
0. 003 
0.001 
<O. 05 
0.0001 
1. 8 
5.1 
0. 16 
0. 0014 
<O.  05 
0. 004 
<o. 0002 
<o. 01 
5.9 
0.002 
0.0022 
0.012 
0.47 
<o. 0002 
<o. 0002 
0.010 
9. 6 
<o. 02 
<o. 1 
10 
4 
2 
Slightly 
vledicinal 
Slightly 
vledicinal 
gone 
4. 8 
118 
53.0 
140. 0 
190 
1.3333 
2. 0 
0 .37 
180 
0. 20 
0.019 
0.027 
<o. 20 
0.0004 
30. 8 
39.2 
0. 7 
0.076 
<o. 20 
0. 06 
<O. 0006 
<O. 04 
1 .4  
0.0037 
3. 7 
0.008 
0. 95 
<O. 003 
<O. 0007 
0.048 
21.4 
<O. 07 
<o. 35 
16 
9 
5 
3land 
3land 
Tone 
6. 7 
.29 
0. 6 
10. 0 
-70 
1. 3331 
<O. 8 
0. 0015 
.10 
0.020 
0.004 
<O. 004 
<O. 19 
<o. OOOE 
20 
13. 8 
<o. 4 
0.012 
<O. 19 
0.02 
<o. ooot  
<O. 04 
0. 31 
<O. 004 
0.070 
0. 041 
0.20 
<o. 001 
CO. 0008 
0.035 
70. 9 
<O. 08 
<o. 4 
Tes t  Day 
21 
13 
4 
Bland 
Bland 
None 
7. 7 
470 
1 .3  
12.0 
470 
1. 3331 
1 . 4  
0. 003 
110 
0.012 
0.004 
0.005 
<o. 2 
0. 0004 
34 
19 
0. 85 
0. 026 
<o. 20 
0. 03 
<o. 0005 
<O. 03 
0. 36 
0.003 
0.080 
0. 087 
<O. 085 
<O. O O O i  
<O. O O O i  
0. 38 
129 
<O. 07 
<O. 03 
26 
7 
5 
Bland 
3land 
gone 
7. 6 
700 
6. 0 
10.0 
,30 
1.3332 
0. 9 
0. 003 
170 
0. 035 
0.005 
0. 007 
<o. 2 
0. 0009 
33 
31 
0. 6 
0. 032 
<o. 20 
0.02 
<O. 0006 
<O. 04 
0. 09 
<O. 004 
0. 39 
0. 22 
0. 10 
<O. 0008 
<o. 0008 
0.022 
L56 
<O. 08 
0. 6 
28 
13 
5 
Bland 
Bland 
None 
7. 6 
650 
8. 0 
16. 0 
970 
1.3331 
1. 9 
0.004 
130 
0.0055 
0.006 
0.008 
0. 03 
0.001 1 
44 
52 
1. 5 
0. 014 
<O. 03 
0.005 
0.0002 
0. 006 
0.008 
0.007 
0.037 
0. 46 
<o. 02 
0. 0003 
<o. 0002 
0. 025 
220 
<o. 01 
<O. 06 
- 
29 
3 
2 
Bland 
Bland 
None 
7.3 
710 
26. 0 
21.0 
730 
1.3332 
0. 55 
0. 0063 
160 
0 .0010 
0.016 
<O. 003 
0. 13 
0. 0006 
38 
56 
1 . 3  
0. 046 
<O. 13 
0. 03 
<O. 0004 
<O. 03 
0. 18 
0. 007 
0.022 
0. 26 
1. 8 
<O. 0005 
<O. 0005 
0.028 
100 
c0. 05 
<n. 25 
30 
5 
2 
Bland 
Bland 
Vone 
7 .5  
710 
28. 0 
20. 4 
710 
1.3331 
0. 62 
0. 003 
220 
0.007 
0. 015 
<O. 003 
<O. 14  
0.0007 
20 
39 
0. 3 
0.012 
<O. 14 
<O. 006 
0. 0004 
<O. 03 
0. 14 
0. 003 
0. 041 
0. 25 
0. 10 
<O. 0006 
<O. 0006 
0.020 
88 
<O. 0 6  
<O. 28 
74 
PH 
TOTAL 
ORGANIC 
CARBON 
(Wll) 
150 
126 
100 
75 
60 
25 
0 
1 ,Ooo 
800 
SPECIFIC 600 
CON DUCT I V ITY 
pnhocni l  400 
200 
0 
1 poo 
800 
TOTAL 6w 
DISSOLVED 
SOLIDS 400 
(PPM) 
200 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1 8 2 0  2 2 2 4  2 6 2 8 3 0  
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R132 
Figure 36. Product Water Analysis 
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TABLE 21. -THIRTY-DAY TEST-MICROBIOLOGICAL DATA 
T e  si  
Day -
1 
4 
5 
7 
8 
9 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
19 
20 
21 
22  
23 
26 
27 
28 
29 
Raw Urine 
7 *: 
1 . 2  x 10 
- 
7 
8 
8 
8 
7 
7 
7 
7 
8 
7 
7 
7 
7 
8 
6 
7 
7 
7 
2 . 4 x  10 
2 . 1  x 10 
1 . 5  x 10 
2.5 x 10 
5 . 7 x  10 
6. 8 x 10 
4 . 3  x 10 
8 .8  x 10 
1 .0  x 10 
4 . 1  x 10 
5 . 1  x 10 
1 . 5  x 10 
l . 2 x  10 
1 . 2  x 10 
:l. 0 x 10 
3 . 7  x 10 
3 . 4  x 10 
4. 6 x 10 
Electrolyt ic  
'ret r e a t m e n  
Loop 
0 
- 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Elec t ro lys i s  
Loop 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
- 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Brine -
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
- 
- 
0 
- 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
- 
Tank, 
Potable 
Water  
. 
1 
0 
130 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
- 
3 
- 
T N T C ( ~ )  
T N T C ( ~ )  
- 
6. 7 x 10 3(11 
7 . 0  x 1o2(l1 
0 
0 
0 
rank,  
Flush 
Water 
Electrolyt ic  
G a s  S t r e a m  
- 
- 
No Growth 
- 
- 
- 
Growth 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
No Growth 
Growth 
- 
- 
- 
E l e c t  ro- 
d ia lys i s  
;as S t r e a m  
- 
No 
Growth 
- 
- 
Growth 
- 
No 
Growth 
No 
Growth 
- 
'k Number of m i c r o o r g a n i s m s  per m i l l i m e t e r  on a s tandard  48-hour plate .  
(1) H e a t e r s  turned off (too numerous  to count).  
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TABLE 22. -THIRTY-DAY TEST - PERFORMANCE DATA 
~ ~~ 
Electrolytic Pre t rea tment  Loop 
Operating time , hr 175.9 
Trans fe r  time, hr 37.0 
Downtime, h r  0.0 
Standby time, h r  507.1 
Total time, hr 720.0 
Amount of ur ine processed,  .lb 
Average processing r a t e ,  l b /h r  1.8 
317 
W a t t s  Whr / lb  
Average Electrolytic Pre t rea tment  Cell  Power 
Average pumping power 
Average control s y s t e m  power 
Total average power 
Elect  r odialv s i s  Loo P 
387 214.6 
173 96 .2  
42 23.3 
602 
~ 
334.1 
~ 
Operating time, h r  
T rans fe r  time, hr 
Downtime, h r  
Standby t ime,  hr 
529.7 
58.7 
129.6 
2.0 
Total  time, hr 720.0 
Amount of ur ine  processed ,  l b  290.2 
Average processing,  rate, l b /h r  0.549 
Watts Whr / lb  -
Aver age Ele ct  r odi aly si s Stack Po we r 22.5 41. 1 
Average pumping power 138.0 251.5 
Average control s y s t e m  power 
Total average power 
30.0 54.6 
190.5 347.2 
i----.L 
Amount of water  in br ine  
Amount of water  in u r ine  
Frac t ion  of water  los t  i n  br ine 73/975 = 0.075 g /g  
73 g per  liter of ur ine  
975 g per  liter of ur ine 
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LIBRARY CARD ABSTRACT 
A six-man flight- conc ept electrochemical water  -r ecovery subs ys t em i s  
described, including a mass and energy balance and the performance data 
derived f r o m  a 30-day continuous tes t  of the unit. All preliminary develop- 
ment  work leading up to the final design is presented. This work covers  
bench testing of severa l  electrolytic pretreatment  cell  configurations over a 
wide range of operating parameters ,  development of an advanced concept 
electrodialysis stack, and construction and operation of a laboratory sys tem 
to investigate and solve automatic control problems. 
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